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The BIGGEST THING to ever hit the RELIGIOUS WORLD!

"WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!"

EW 88, 263.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 29, 1995

***(1) THE SERPENT AND THE CROSS, by ALAN MORRISON. 638 pages. K&M BOOKS, 47 Elvetham Road, Birmingham, England. B12 2LY. (ISBN 0 9523041 0 4). I was told you send them $20.00 U.S. and they will send you the book. (If against Postal Regulations you could send a M.O.)

***(2) DARING TO DIFFER, by SIDNEY HATCH, Th.M. 143 pages. BRIEF BIBLE STUDIES, 21800 S.W. Pacific Hwy. #41, Sherwood, OR 97140-9130. $11.45 U.S.

These two have SURPRISINGLY SIMILAR HISTORIES. BOTH ARE BAPTIST MINISTERS BUT ONE BELIEVES IN HELL TORMENT, the OTHER DOES NOT. It is his MAIN WORK TO DENY IT! WHY DO I RECOMMEND THE MORRISON BOOK-??? Because it is like an ENCYCLOPEDIA - but like anyone that writes a BIG BOOK - he REPEATS and REPEATS and REPEATS. He could have said it in ¼ the space. BUT GET THIS TO SEE WHERE ADVENTISM GETS THEIR RELIGION - nothing but SECONDHAND DEALERS!

WHATEVER IS BIG - THEY GO FOR IT! UNCONDITIONAL LOVE - p.24,28,186,199,200,211,215,221,265,284,332,364,372,425,441,572. (I did not get them all.) But what ADVENTISTS will NOT TELL YOU - THIS IS RAW OPEN OCCULTISM and they PROVE IT! And the HISTORY of it. And how it goes BACK to the SERPENT IN THE GARDEN-!!! INVALUABLE DOCUMENTATION. TOOK A LOT TO PUT THIS TOGETHER - he had to STOP several TIMES - go back to COLLEGE to keep from going BANANAS! BOTH had to do that. NEITHER ONE could have made it without TIRELESS HELPERS.

READ THESE BOOKS TO SEE WHERE ADVENTIST GURUS OBTAINED THEIR LIGHT! Such as BRINISMEAD and his KNOWING CONSCIOUS and UNCONSCIOUS! (THESE MEN TELL YOU WHERE THEY FOUND IT - THE ADVENTIST WILL NOT-!!! SNEAKY - COWARDLY - T5:136).

UNCONSCIOUS p.142,161,249,260,263,264-6,268,275,357,426,429,438-9,468.
ASSURANCE p.39,151,467.
"WE ARE GODS!" p.207,287,307,312,409,468,572.
TORONTO BLESSING p.195,249,251,479,485,491,500.
MOTHER THERESA p.207,569,579-588. (What is WRONG with HER? Can you ADD to these BOOKS to show the TESTIMONY ANSWER-???)

{Continued on page 69}
THOUGHT FOR TODAY = DEC. 4, 1995

We are truly AMAZED sometimes. SPECTRUM - September 1995. AFTER UTRECHT and AFTER SLIGO. GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION - UTRECHT DUTCH NETHERLANDS. They had all the BIG WHEELS of the Church there and they VOTED "NO WOMEN'S ORDINATION!" 1,481 against, 673 for. 2 to 1.

SLIGO - second largest SDA CHURCH in the WORLD, (3,200 MEMBERS), ORDAINED THREE WOMEN - 138 in favor, 21 opposed. CERTIFICATE OF ORDINATION issued. SPECTRUM Magazine from one end to the other - are they in REBELLION? Should this not have been done 25 YEARS AGO? (p.47.) 20 YEARS AGO? (p.59.) The way this was HANDLED was DECIDEDLY CROOKED! BERT HALOVIAK raised the QUESTION (and others) of POLICY vs MORALITY and PRINCIPLE! NOT ONE of the WISE MEN chose to REMEMBER: "PRINCIPLE, RIGHT, HONESTY", should ever be CHERISHED! HONESTY will not tarry where POLICY is HARBORED. They will NEVER AGREE one is of BAAL. the other of GOD! T4:607. (And a DOZEN MORE!) (Of course they could not be expected to OPEN this CAN OF WORMS!) POLICY (TRADITION) is OFTEN the OPINION of ONE MAN - FROOM!

BERT HALOVIAK (p.47)

Made a point and had REFERENCES to back up WHAT ELLEN WHITE SAID and SPECTRUM said these "ELLEN WHITE REFERENCES WILL BE SUPPLIED UPON REQUEST!" WHAT-??? PAGES and PAGES and more PAGES of what this one or that one THOUGHT or SAID, but you have to WRITE in to find out WHAT ELLEN WHITE SAID!!! We know, of course, that SPECTRUM is trying to PHASE OUT ELLEN HARMON WHITE!!! And this is a PERFECT EXAMPLE! They cannot put her UP FRONT but have to WRITE for her OPINION in this matter.
YEP! We can TRUST the TRUSTEES that "CANNOT BE TRUSTED!" TM 106, 109, 146-7, 181, 183-4, 233, 272-3, 276-7, 284, 327, 348, 352-3, 356, 361, 376, 386, 394, 396, 404, 407, 411, 412. (THAT IS ONE BOOK-!!! I DID NOT GET HALF OF THEM!) WHAT IF I WENT INTO THE OTHER BOOKS-??? THERE WOULD BE THOUSANDS OF WARNINGS! NOT TO TRUST THE TRUSTEES THAT CANNOT BE TRUSTED! I HAVE FCE 529-30. That is ENOUGH for TODAY!

CHURCH LEADERS DO NOT LIKE TO GET OFF THE BEATEN TRACK! LOOK AT THE HELL BELIEVERS! UNTOLD THOUSANDS OF THEM KNOW THE TRUTH AS WELL AS WE KNOW IT! BUT WHEN THEY GET TOGETHER AND SEE HOW MANY OF THEIR COMPATRIOTS LINE UP ON THE WRONG SIDE - it gives them a great deal of pleasure-!!! It will NOT be so WONDERFUL when they stand ALONE before the JUDGMENT BAR OF GOD-!!! THEN THEY WILL MAKE - no excuses! They will BOW and CON- FESS - too late! What a SHAME-!!!

THE MESSAGE OF JOHN THE BAPTIST - CONFESS NOW! REPENT NOW! You are going to do it SOMEDAY ANYWAY - why not take the RIGHT SIDE - NOW-??? OH! IT IS NOT POPULAR! WHO SAID IT WOULD BE-??? URIAH SMITH-??? FROM-??? Just a pile of BONES with some SKIN on it-!!! Maybe you go by WAGGONER-??? He was NO BETTER-!!! HIM AND JONES SIGNED OVER TO "LIVING TEMPLE!" and STAYED WITH IT TILL THE DAY THEY DIED! OH! You do not like your CONFIDENCE SHAKEN in these GREAT men, these MIGHTY men. I never did have that DISEASE! MY FATHER WARNED US! (DID YOURS?) That YOU can READ! YOU can UNDERSTAND! Why do you have to JOIN A MOB-??? The WORLD is getting MORE MOB-MINDED ALL THE TIME! They have to do things AS A MOB! Are you that WEAK-MINDED ALSO-???

I THOUGHT YOU KNEW BETTER - !!!

MY OWN FAMILY - MY BROTHERS' SONS AND DAUGHTERS - BECAME LAWYERS - THREATENING ME-!!! DO THEY HAVE "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE-???" DID THEY LEARN THAT IN THE SDA CHURCH-??? "THE MOST FEARFUL THREATENING EVER ADDRESSED TO MORTALS IS CONTAINED IN THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" GC 449.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 7, 1995

PUBLICATION #312. 1888 JONES and WAGGONER. "JUSTIFICATION or SANCTIFICATION" - "I AM SAVED-!!!!" (This was REPRINTED SPRING 1995. So if you do not have one, you can WRITE TO THE SHOP.)

NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS
1926 Highway 21 North, Malo, WA 99150-9703
{Also send U.S. Money Orders there.}

Publication No. 312. The reason we mention this PUBLICATION is because there is an APPENDIX there to bring it UP TO DATE! And p.88,89 we mention the NEW CRAZE - "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" "TORONTO (CANADA) BLESSING!" - Also taken up in Publication No. 725 - "HISTORIC ADVENTIST LAND MARKS!" September 28, 1995. The REALLY BIG ONE and LATEST ONE is "PROMISE KEEPERS!"

BILL McCARTNEY - is the FOUNDER and PROMOTER of:

PROMISE KEEPERS

BILL McCARTNEY is no SLOUCH. In one case at the DOOR they asked for $100.00. Usually at a BALL GAME or a THEATER - if it was $100.00 it would be TWO for $150.00. But nothing doing! It was $100.00 each. TWO for $200.00. IN SPITE OF THAT - he would have BASEBALL STADIUMS PACKED-!!! 65,000. In another case - 63,000. DETROIT '95 - 82,000 at $54.00 each. 24 SUCH RALLIES PLANNED FOR 1996. The GOAL is 1,000,000. UNPARALLELED IN WORLD HISTORY to gather together what is about 100% MINISTERS ALL FOR IT! At least 50% of the PASTORS of the WESLEYAN CHURCH are for it. Well on the way to a "ONE WORLD CHURCH!" and a "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!" A "TOWER OF BABEL!" "THE ANTICHRIST!" "IT DOESN'T REALLY MATTER WHAT THEY TEACH, AS LONG AS THE ANOINTING IS HERE!" 4,000 RADIO STATIONS WORLDWIDE CARRY THEIR PROGRAMS. 100 of the LARGEST STATIONS IN THE U.S.A. 1200 workers to put out 2.6 MILLION PUBLICATIONS A MONTH! ANNUAL BUDGET OF MORE THAN $100 MILLION. THIS THING IS BIG! BIGGER THAN WE IMAGINED!

EVANGELIST RODNEY HOWARD-BROWNE POWER-POX SHOW -
It was said there are NO RESTRICTIONS! ANYTHING GOES! HIS ALLEGED "VOODOO TYPE" WORSHIP - ALL WELCOME! It is said it would not bother him if the DEVIL CAME!
Just get some LIFE into the PARTY! YOUNG OR OLD – NO RACE BARRIERS – NO RELIGIOUS FAVORITISM! HINDU – MOSLEM – MASONRY or CHRIST – ALL ARE WELCOME! THE WORLD WAS DESTROYED BY A FLOOD! NOW IT WILL BE BY FIRE! Because they made NO DISTINCTION – NO DISCRIMINATION! VERY BROADWAY-MINDED! LIBERAL! ECUMENICAL! MORE AND MORE WORLD LEADERS ARE FOR IT! PASSING LAWS AGAINST DISCRIMINATION! RIGHT HERE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA – a report by a WIFE against her HUSBAND trying to EDUCATE his children his way – she reported him to AUTHORITIES – now he had to go into HIDING! YES! He was an ADVENTIST – now he is AFFILIATED! STILL BELIEVES BIBLE and SOP – cannot see children unless he agrees to MENTAL THERAPY – REPROGRAMMING! HYPNOTISM! MIND CONTROL! MIND CURE! SINCE WE WROTE ON THIS "LAUGHING" PHENOMENON BEFORE – WHY ARE WE REPEATING IT? BECAUSE SOMETHING HAS HAPPENED! WHAT HAS HAPPENED? WE WERE WELL AWARE THAT THIS WAS PREDICTED ON A WORLDWIDE SCALE! BUT THAT ADVENTISTS WOULD LEAD! SM 2:53-4. MM 88. EW 87-9. (LIKENED TO A TRAIN GOING WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!) It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board – that there could not be ONE LEFT!!! EW 88,263. How easy such things can slip from our MEMORY! We must keep REMINDING OURSELVES! BUT NOW – BUT NOW – I WAS WATCHING FOR IT AND YESTERDAY IT CAME IN THE MAIL!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY – DECEMBER 8, 1995

WHAT CAME IN THE MAIL – ???

THE REMNANT HERALD, No. 23. Dec. 1995. PASTOR RUSSELL R. STANDISH. P.O. Box 1090, Croydon, Victoria, AUSTRALIA 3136. (Printed by RON and ULA CABLE, P.O. Box 19, Kalbar, Queensland, AUSTRALIA 4309.)

THEY PRINTED WHAT – ???

"PROMISE KEEPERS. GENTLEMEN! Wednesday night, 23rd August, we would like to introduce you to a DYNAMIC INTERNATIONAL MINISTRY which is going to be A GREAT MINISTRY TO OUR CHURCH. Come to a pizza and ice cream tea in our HALL at 7:00 p.m. (Parta Vista S.D.A. Church Bulletin, August 19, 1995. South Australian Conference.)

"PROMISE KEEPERS is an ECUMENICAL CHARISMATIC group rampaging through AMERICA."
They have the support of the ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP of LOS ANGELES, CARDINAL ROGER MAHONEY who declared:

"The editor of FOUNDATION Magazine, M.H.REYNOLDS, delineates seven crucial dangers of PROMISE KEEPERS. These are:

- Advocacy of an UNSCRIPTURAL RELIGIOUS UNITY at the expense of sound doctrine and practice.
- Acceptance and promotion of unscriptural Charismatic teachings.
- Approval and use of psychological approaches and techniques.
- Use and promotion of corrupted modern versions of the Bible.
- Twisting, misapplying, and misinterpreting key Scriptures.
- A program stressing the importance of Evangelism while ignoring the need of a pure gospel.
- A subtle and very harmful influence upon local churches which have here-to-fore resisted unscriptural programs and fellowships.


One of the leaders of PROMISE KEEPERS, Dr. Jack Hayward has stated:

"Whether your tradition celebrates...Eucharist, the Mass, or the Lord’s Supper, we are all called to this centerpiece of Christian worship."

- Jack Hayward, Seven Promises of a Promise Keeper, p.19.

How can a Seventh-day Adventist church support such rank apostasy? Brothers and sisters, BEWARE!

This IS AS SHOWN: "MORE PENTECOSTAL FEVER!" p.9.
(Emphasis added - otherwise word for word.)
THE REMNANT HERALD - RUSSELL R. STANDISH

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY - we pride ourselves in being FIRST to point out RANK APOSTASY and especially 1903 "ALPHA!" to 1995 "OMEGA!" SM 1:193-200. RUSSELL STANDISH TAKING THE LEAD!!! THIS APOSTASY - THIS PHENOMENON - has NOT hit home with THE REMNANT HERALD!
Perhaps they DO NOT KNOW the EXTENT and POWER of this MOVEMENT! Predicted in SM 1:204-8.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 9, 1995

WE KNEW OF THIS - WE REPORTED THIS - WE KNEW IT WAS PREDICTED - SM 2:53-4. MM 88. LIKENED TO A TRAIN GOING WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING! EW 88,263. (1850.) "TO PERDITION!" NOTHING GOOD ABOUT IT-!!! Can those - ONCE caught up in it - MESMERIZED by it - can they ever RECOVER - or is this a SIGN that their PROBATION IS OVER - ???

*****(A) "Those who have broken their COVENANT with God will IN THAT DAY be WITHOUT HOPE and WITHOUT GOD in the World!" SM 2:55. Here is a very FINE POINT!

*****(B) Publication No. 447. October 28, 1978. (Since reprinted in two parts.) In 1978 we had a picture on the FRONT PAGE - Bud Shuster, R.R. #1, Box 542, Homer City, PA 15748-9632 - invented the IDEA of a TRAIN - ONE WAY FLYER - going with the speed of LIGHTNING! It seemed "THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD! THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" This publication was the LARGEST ONE we had ever put out to that date - 107 pages.

Track layout: Goldie Popielak
World on board: Bud Shuster
Artist: Doris Albert

"CHARACTER!" - golden yellow cover - 1978 - that was 27 years ago! We knew it then. None of us had ANY IDEA it would TAKE SO LONG-!!! But this is DEFINITELY IT! "GOING WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" It is on its way. We had NO IDEA it would START the way it did - with the OTHER CHURCHES! And with OTHER CHURCHES WARNING AGAINST IT! ADVENTISTS LAYING LOW - NON-COMMITTAL! There is something about ADVENTISTS - like URIAH SMITH THEIR MENTOR - WHATEVER IS BIG - they IMITATE IT! SPECTRUM has been that way for YEARS! DO NOT FOLLOW THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY! They are the TAIL that wags the DOG. They have DONE IT AGAIN! SECONDHAND DEALERS!

WE WERE WATCHING WHEN THEY WOULD TAKE THE LEAD! HERE IT IS: THE REMNANT HERALD, December 1995. PROMISE KEEPERS, p.9. REMNANT HERALD have NO IDEA what they are HOLDING BY THE TAIL!
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All taken up if they lose their membership! Boasting that they bring people into that Godforsaken "Synagogue of Evil" (TM 16 and NOT 15--!!!)

Going to line up with: "Pentecostal spiritualism!" "No difference between the precious and the vile--!!!" "It seemed the whole world was on board, that there could not be one left!" EW 88-9, 262-6.

Two publications exposed it - !!!

We are in the process of going back and revealing what they exposed! The Adventist leadership knows this as well as we know it--!!! We were waiting to see what they would say about it - not one word--!!! Until now--!!! Do not for one minute think that Para Vista S.D.A. Church, South Australian Conference recommended "Pentecostal fever!" - "promise keepers...which is going to be a great ministry to our church!"

DID THEY ALSO SEND INVESTIGATORS TO THE TORONTO, CANADA BLESSING-???

DID THEY GET THE POWER AND BRING IT BACK

to infect the whole general conference staff - ???

Holy flesh in 1900 in Indiana is to be repeated "Just be
fore the close of probation!" SM 2:36. "Demons in the
form of men are present...the poison sting of the
serpent!" SM 2:37. (Keep on reading 100 or 200 pages!) No time-??? Stay home from church and you will have time! You will learn nothing there anyway-!!!

"Those things which have been in the past will be in the future. Satan will make music a snare!" SM 2:38. "There will be shouting, with drums, music, and dancing...and this is called the moving of the holy spirit...the din and noise, to have a carnival!" SM 2:28,36,38,53,55. SM 1:221.

What is the big danger-???

All these segments - "traditional adventism!" Yes! This will be "traditional adventism!" Come home to roost! Just about 100% look for a "great reformation!" to come in adventism! Some are adventists for no other reason - mediocre type - looking for a chance to shine-!!! They will be right with it! Nobody told them about this:
"The ENEMY of SOULS (SATAN) has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION (Only a SUPPOSITION!) THE SUPPOSITION that A GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS...giving up the DOCTRINES...OUR RELIGION WOULD BE CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...THE NEW MOVEMENT...!!" SM 1:204-5. (There will also be a TRUE MOVEMENT!)

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS desires to HINDER this WORK; and BEFORE THE TIME for such a (TRUE) MOVEMENT shall come, (SATAN) will endeavor to PREVENT IT, by introducing a COUN-TERFEIT. GC 464. "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS...IN THE FUTURE!" 1884 GC 296. "NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...IS WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE. WHO HAS AUTHORITY TO BEGIN SUCH A MOVEMENT—??...THE ERRORS that are coming in MUST BE MET...MEET IT!!" SM 1:105.

WE THANK GOD FOR THIS LIGHT — FOR THIS WARNING!
NOW THAT THE ADVENTISTS ARE IN IT —
WATCH IT TAKE OFF LIKE A JET—!!
WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING—!!
WHAT WOULD WE DO WITHOUT THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?
WATCH THE "BIBLE ONLY" PEOPLE NOW—!!
THEY WILL HAVE NO PROTECTION—!!
THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY WAS GIVEN FOR —
THE SEALING TIME OF THE 144,000—!!
Do not blame GOD if you are LOST!
He told you to BREAK AWAY from anything
the MAJORITY go for —!!

"The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the FOREHEAD of ALL who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DES-ROYING ANGEL will follow, to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG!" T5:12,505. RH 2:255. SG 2:201. DA 152.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 10, 1995

The RABBIS and their TALMUD that are running this SYNA-GOGUE (TM 16 and not 15) are SHOUTING around the World: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" Paying NO REGARD WHATSOEVER to "PROTESTANTISM will yet STRETCH HER (PRO-
TESTANT) HAND ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND OF SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 405. WHAT ARE WE DEALING WITH HERE—?? It is "this THREEFOLD UNION!"
A PREDICTION of EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!

"The EVENTS connected with the CLOSE OF PROBATION and the WORK OF PREPARATION for THE TIME OF TROUBLE are clearly brought to view. But MULTITUDES have no more understanding of these IMPORTANT TRUTHS than if they had NEVER BEEN REVEALED. SATAN WATCHES to catch away every impression that would make them WISE unto SALVATION, and THE TIME OF TROUBLE will find them UNREADY!" 1884 GC 412.

I HAD THIS ALL STUDIED OUT FROM THE COMMON BOOKS — BEFORE WE KNEW THERE WAS AN 1884. SO I STILL USE THE URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION OF THE GREAT CONTROVERSY! (AND OTHER BOOKS MESSED UP BY HIM!) But if I do use HIS BOOKS — I always (IF POSSIBLE!) give you the ORIGINAL so you can check the DIFFERENCE. For sometimes the DIFFERENCE can change the whole MEANING! As in this CASE — I am NOT going to follow the INDOOR SPORT OF POPE BASHING if "THE PROTESTANTS...will be FOREMOST!" GC 588.

We KNOW it will be VERY HARD (ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE!) to CHANGE from POPE BASHING to BILLY GRAHAM BASHING but I am going to show you RIGHT NOW where it is FATAL to be but a TAG-ALONG of BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! If you are all WRAPPED UP and GEARED to CONDEMN ROMANISM and end up with APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM — are you BETTER OFF-?? If you take the WRONG SIDE-??? WHAT IS THE WRONG SIDE-???

COMING BACK TO THIS THREEFOLD UNION! (NOW WATCH YOURSELF!) WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS-??? IN THE ORDER GOD GAVE THEM: (1) PROTESTANTISM. (2) SPIRITUALISM. (3) ROMANISM.

Do we IGNORE this and JOIN the CLAMOR to HOLLER at ROMANISM-???: "She has had her day and it is PAST, and her DAUGHTERS, the PROTESTANT SECTS, were the NEXT to come on the STAGE and ACT out the SAME MIND that the MOTHER HAD when she persecuted the SAINTS!"

(OH! OH! DO I DARE PRINT THE FOLLOWING-???)

"I SAW the NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS, would BETRAY US TO THE CATHOLICS to obtain THEIR INFLUENCE to come against the TRUTH. — 10 —
(AND WHAT IS THE TRUTH—???) THE SAINTS then will be AN OBSCURE PEOPLE— LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS!” Page 1, and read also p.2 of MAGEN and SPAULDING COLLECTION. 498 pages. LEAVES of AUTUMN, P.O. Box 440, Payson, AZ 85547. Phone (520)474-3654. $28.50 U.S. (Visa or Mastercard.)

HOW CAN YOU BE LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS—???

We have NO INTENTION to do ANY MORE than give you necessary HIGHLIGHTS and what do we find under PROTESTANTISM calls in SPIRITUALISM—???, “…this THREEFOLD UNION...SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF LOVE IS PRESENTED...PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES!” 1884 GC 405.

WELL! YOU DIDN’T EXPECT THAT — DID YOU — ???. That the CHURCHES of CHRISTENDOM would VIE with each other — LARGEST WORLDWIDE HOOKUP RIGHT NOW — BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE — Dec. 9, 1995 — GOD’S UNCHANGING LOVE! NOT ONE Lousy WORD ABOUT THE COMING: “Their WICKED COURSE He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in HIS WRATH, He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY!” T5:212. "And there shall be A TIME OF TROUBLE, such as NEVER WAS since there was a Nation...NO LONGER PROBATION, NO LONGER MERCY...” T5:212-3.

YOU WANT THE BIBLE—???. WILL THAT HELP YOU—???. "For then shall be GREAT TRIBULATION, such as WAS NOT since the BEGINNING of the WORLD to this TIME...And except those days shall be SHORTENED, there should NO FLESH BE SAVED!” MATT. 24:21-2.

BILLY (FOREVER BABBLING!) GRAHAM:

WORLDWIDE HOOKUP: GOD’S UNCHANGING LOVE! (CAN YOU SWALLOW THAT—???) That is SPIRITUALISM - OCCULTISM - UNIVERSALISM - ANTI-CHRIST - FALSE PROPHET - "BUT AS THE DAYS OF NOAH WERE...AND KNEW NOT UNTIL THE FLOOD CAME, and took them all away; so shall also THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN BE...AND SHALL CUT HIM ASUNDER, and appoint him his portion with the HYPOCRITES; there shall be WEEPING and GNASHING OF TEETH!” MATT. 24:37,39,51.

BILLY (BABYLON) GRAHAM:

THE ADVENTISTS SPENT BILLIONS TO COOPERATE WITH HIM AND:
"GOD'S UNCHANGING LOVE!"  "LOVE UNLIMITED!"  "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL!"
SLOBBER - SLOBBER - SLOBBER!
"THE FOOL AND HIS LOVE - IS SOON PARTED!"
"Ye ADULTERERS and ADULTERESSSES, know ye not that the FRIENDSHIP of the World is ENMITY with GOD? Whosoever therefore will be a FRIEND of the World IS THE ENEMY OF GOD!" James 4:4. 1 John 2:15.

IN THIS TIME OF THE WORLD'S HISTORY - AS THE PLAGUES OF GOD ARE EVEN AT THE DOORS - IS NO TIME TO BE SLOBBERING ABOUT THE UNCHANGING LOVE OF GOD! Such a 'PROPHET' will tell people - NOTHING of the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES and DEAD BODIES around the World - "...they shall not be LAMENTED, neither GATHERED, nor BURIED!" Jer. 25:33. UNCHANGING LOVE - ??? NO MATTER WHAT THEY DO - ??? THIS IS A MESSAGE BY "A MAN OF GOD?" or "AN AGENT OF THE DEVIL!" A MONSTER-!!! PORK-EATER - HELL-BELIEVER - PAPAL EASTER SUNDAY-KEEPER!

HE IS YOUR PRIEST-??? NOT MINE-!!!
THE ADVENTISTS CAN HAVE HIM-!!!
THE CATHOLICS ALSO-!!!
HE IS A FRIEND OF ALL-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 11, 1995
Well, I never thought I would be at this typewriter today. Not ALONE - that is. But it SNOWED. OH! BOY! DID IT SNOW! Maybe two feet! I am thinking about EASTERN CANADA - weather much the same as here - and in a Crippling Strike! And them THREATENING to make it ALL ACROSS CANADA! STOP EVERYTHING! It should NEVER have been ALLOWED to stop ESSENTIAL SERVICES!

JUST BY MEMORY - "THE TRADE UNIONS will be the LARGEST SINGLE CAUSE of TROUBLE in THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" This is WAR! REBELLION! RED BOLSHEVIKISM! NEVER IMPROVES ANYTHING! (Not with the kind of Devils running it!) But this is PROPHECY! A SIGN OF THE TIMES! NEXT they will be SHOOTING each other. We always plan we will then PHONE each other.
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But what if the PHONES ARE DEAD—??? NO ELECTRICITY—??? NO MAIL—??? We had that in CANADA already, THREE MONTHS OF IT! BROKE THE HUGE T. EATON COMPANY, (A COMPANY LIKE SEARS.)

AGAIN WE TURN TO THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY! IT WAS PREDICTED THERE! HUNGRY MOBS ROAMING THE STREETS! ARMED MOBS! NO LAW! POLICE ARE PART OF THE MOBS!

Where are these sick LOVE preachers now—??? PART OF THE MOB ALSO—??? NOW MAYBE YOU WILL PAY ATTENTION!

"The DIGNITARIES of Church and State will UNITE to BRIBE, PERSUADE, or COMPEL all classes to HONOR the SUNDAY...In the soon-coming CONFLICT...And the DRAGON was WROTH with the WOMAN, and went to make WAR with the REMNANT of her SEED, which KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, and have THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS CHRIST!"

"OUR LAND IS IN JEOPARDY...abjure the PRINCIPLES of PROTESTANTISM as to give countenance...to the CORRUPT FAITH OF ROME, and thus arouse the TYRANNY which only waits for a TOUCH to start again into CRUELTY and DESPOTISM. With rapid steps we are already approaching this PERIOD. WHEN PROTESTANT CHURCHES shall seek the SUPPORT OF THE SECULAR POWER...then will there be a NATIONAL APOSTASY which will END only in NATIONAL RUIN!" 1884 GC 410. Rev. 12:17. BC 7:976-7. (WHAT DEVIL LIFTED THIS OUT OF YOUR GC 592 OR CHANGED IT?)

DO WE LEAVE IT AT THAT—??? NO! ADVENTISTS get the CATHOLICS to pass a DEATH DEGREE but BEFORE it comes into effect - the SAINTS will be "DELIVERED BY THE VOICE OF GOD!" MAGEN & SPAULDING, p.1,2.

THERE ARE MANY THINGS NOT CLEAR YET - we must wait the "UNROLLING OF THE SCROLL!" "The different PARTIES of professed ADVENT believers have EACH a little truth, but God has given ALL these TRUTHS to HIS CHILDREN who are being PREPARED for the Day of God. He has ALSO given them TRUTHS that NONE of these PARTIES KNOW, NEITHER will they understand. Things which are SEALED UP TO THEM, the Lord has opened to those who will SEE and are READY to UNDERSTAND...I was shown the necessity of those who BELIEVE that we are having the LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY, being SEPARATE from those who are DAILY IMBITING NEW ERRORS.
I saw that neither young nor old should attend THEIR MEETINGS; for it is WRONG to thus ENCOURAGE THEM while they teach ERROR that is a DEADLY POISON to the soul and teach for doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of MEN!" EW 124. T5:81.

WHAT ABOUT THOSE who are so ready to go HERE - THERE and EVERYWHERE-?? (Like an OLD WHORE!) We need SHARE LANGUAGE NOW and STRICT SEPARATION-!!! WE DO NOT GO WHERE WE KNOW ERROR IS PEDDLED! WE STAY AWAY! READ THE ABOVE REFERENCE AGAIN! DOES IT HIT HOME-?? If not - why NOT-?? You are still going to those who worship in the FIRST APARTMENT or WAY OUT IN THE OUTER COURT-?? BOY! ARE YOU SICK!

The ANGELS cease their watchful care over us, and we are LEFT to the BUFFETINGS of the ENEMY...and the LIGHT around us becomes CONTAMINATED with the DARKNESS!" EW 125. (LEFT - LEFT - LEFT - I always was AFRAID of the WORD - LEFT- for TIME and ETERNITY-???) I am afraid so. SALVATION is not something to be FOOL ED with! Let us make our CALLING and ELECTION - SURE-!!!

IS YOUR PReACHER A MEMBER OF "THE FREEMASONS-??"

"Those who stand under the BLOODSTAINED BANNER of Prince Immanuel CANNOT BE UNITED WITH THE FREEMASONS OR WITH ANY SECRET ORGANIZATION. The SEAL of the LIVING GOD will not be placed upon anyone who maintains SUCH A CONNECTION after the LIGHT of TRUTH has shone upon his PATHWAY...The Lord says, "COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE...!!!" SM 2:140. (READ p.383.)

"For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of THEM - are DESTROYED!" ISAIAH 9:16. SEPARATION is the THEME of the BIBLE - from ONE END of it to the OTHER! "COME APART and be ye SEPARATE! "That ye receive not of her PLAGUES!" REV. 18:4. TRAVEL 249. Have a GOOD LOOK in the BOOK OF REVELATIONS - when BABYLON gets it - WHO BEWA LLS HER-??? WHO LAMENTS FOR HER BURNING-?? Verse 8 to 11. Who "REJOICES over her?" Verse 20. (REV. 18:20.) "REJOICE over her, thou HEAVEN and ye HOLY APOSTLES and PROPHETS; for GOD hath AVENGED you on her!" Rev. 18:20. (This IMPLIES that as they sought to WARN them - like casting PEARLS before SWINE - they TURNED and RENED them! So there is NO LOVE LOST when THEY get their COMEUPPANCE-!!!)
No! **LOVE is NOT UNCONDITIONAL! THAT IS AN IMPEACHMENT AGAINST GOD — THAT IS NOT SANE!!! A CRAZY GOD — AND A CRAZY RELIGION!!!"...their MIND was UNBALANCED, and some became INSANE!!!"** SM 2:35.

**THOUGHT FOR TODAY — DECEMBER 12, 1995**

Publication No. 573. *THE END OF TIME*. Sept. 24, 1983. (RED COVER.) p.19. We dealt with CHRIST taking the **FALLEN NATURE** of man unto Himself. As long as JAMES WHITE WAS EDITOR there was **NOT A HINT** of SINFUL FALLEN HUMAN NATURE! It had to WAIT for URIAH SMITH to be EDITOR before we had SINFUL added. No such FOOLISHNESS as long as JAMES WHITE was in charge.

I MADE THE MISTAKE of thinking if I dealt from a POSITIVE ANGLE ONLY — that would take care of it. I see now (that they are beating this SUBJECT AROUND AGAIN —) that I should have given some SAMPLES of how URIAH SMITH got his "SINFUL" in there!

**THE ORIGINAL SERIES OF FOUR BOOKS WAS:**

**BOOK 1.** *THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY.* THE GREAT CONTROVERSY BETWEEN CHRIST AND HIS ANGELS AND SATAN AND HIS ANGELS. STEAM PRESS. BATTLE CREEK. 1870.

**BOOK 2.** (MUCH THE SAME.) 1877.

**BOOK 3.** (MUCH THE SAME.) 1878.

**BOOK 4.** (MUCH THE SAME.) 1884. (SHE SAID THIS WAS HER SUPREME BOOK.)

IMAGINE THE NERVE OF THIS USURPER — NOT ONLY TO REWRITE THE PROPHET — BUT THAT HE HAD THE WHOLE GENERAL CONFERENCE OF 1883 — GOING ALONG WITH HIM—!!! STOPPING HER ORIGINAL BOOKS ALTOGETHER—!!!

SO THAT THEY BECAME RARE COLLECTOR'S ITEMS! IT TOOK A LONG TIME FOR US TO FIND THIS OUT AND THEN THE PRINTER OF THESE ORIGINAL BOOKS (ESPECIALLY BOOK 4) WAS HAULED THROUGH THE COURTS — HE WON — BUT HE LOST! IT COST HIM $30,000.°° AND HE KNEW THE NEXT THING WOULD BE ASSASSINATION—!!! SO HE DOESN'T WANT TO HEAR "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" ANYMORE—!!!

- 15 -
Where do his books APPEAL where ELLEN WHITE'S BOOKS DO NOT-???
Or why do the MEMBERSHIP DUMMY UP - even if they KNOW THIS as well as WE KNOW IT-???
IF THE BIBLE AND ELLEN WHITE SAY LAODICEA will be SPEWN OUT (AND
WEBSTER SAYS THAT MEANS "VOMITTED OUT!"-"REJECTED!")
and this FALSE LAODICEAN PROPHET TICKLES THEIR FANCY
AND DECLARES THAT TO BE A LIE-!!! And he PROMISES LAO-
DICEA ROARING SUCCESS! TRIUMPHANT! GOING TO GIVE THE
LOUD CRY-!!! WHO WANTS CLEAR COOL WATER AFTER A
SNORT OF THAT HOME BREW-???
"DRUNK! BUT NOT WITH
WINE!"

SO WE WILL SEE IF WE CAN PROVE ONCE AGAIN - URIAH
SMITH'S SKULDUGGERY-!!! AND WHY THE CHURCH (TO A
MAN!) PREFER FLATTERY - FALSE PROMISES - THAT ONLY A
DRUNKARD COULD GIVE THEM! THE JUDGMENT DAY OF GOD
WILL HAVE SOME BONE-JARRING DISCOVERIES! SOME WAIL-
ING AND GNASHING OF TEETH! And a few PLAGUES
as well!
THEY EARNED EVERY BIT OF IT-!!!

CHANGES IN THE BOOKS-???
WE TAKE THAT UP IN EVERY
PUBLICATION. WE TRY NEVER TO REPEAT THE SAME!
It may seem only a SLIGHT DIFFERENCE - but in the LONG RUN it
could have EARTH-SHAKING MEANING! Take for example -
that FOOL - FRED WRIGHT he came out in the STRONGEST
TERMS - GOD DOES NOT HELP YOU - HE NEVER HAS - HE
NEVER WILL! Well, you just take ANY BOOK and it will not be
long - you will find a REFERENCE that GOD HELPS YOU-!!! OF
COURSE HE DOES! YOU KNOW HE DOES! Then do you STILL
send him an OFFERING-???

You are so ANXIOUS to be LED
ASTRAY-???

How many REFERENCES that you can find that if you like DARKNESS and ERROR all that much - God will
"CHOOSE YOUR DELUSIONS!" You will be out at SEA - with-
out a PADDLE - and no SHORES IN SIGHT! YOU ASKED FOR
IT-!!! "BUT IN VAIN do they worship ME, teaching for Doctrines
the COMMANDMENTS OF MEN-!!!" DA 397.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 13, 1995

GOING BACK TO THE ORIGINAL BOOKS THE INCARNATION OF
CHRIST. HOW FAR DID HE PUT ON HUMANITY-???
YEARS AGO WE LISTED Publication No. 573. THE END OF TIME. Sept.
Book 2 - 1877. Book 3 - 1878. And Book 4 of the SIGNS OF
THE TIMES as the INCARNATION BOOKS.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 17, 1995

We talk freely about BOOKS WRITTEN BY URIAH SMITH! WHAT BOOKS—??? I spent the BIGGEST PART OF A SOLID DAY — looking for the REFERENCE and could not find it — where the BOOKS BY URIAH SMITH WERE CHANGED—!!! To try to bring them in line with the FACTS — because they were so WAY OUT — they set up PERPETUAL D&R COMMITTEES to try to straighten out the MESS he LEFT! When ONE D&R COMMITTEE puts out their REVISED BOOK (or BOOKS) just about the time it hits the PRESS — they see it HAS TO BE CHANGED—!!! So they CHANGED them LONG AFTER HIS DEATH—!!!

ELDER BRANSON SAID: "WE WOULD OF COURSE RETAIN URIAH SMITH’S NAME AS EDITOR!" Just a FLIPPANT REMARK but what MEANING—!!! And as far as we know — NO ONE OBJECTION—!!! CANNOT PUT THEIR OWN NAME ON THEIR OWN CONCOCTION—!!! LONG AFTER URIAH SMITH WAS DEAD—!!! SITTING ON THIS DEAD MAN’S CHEST: "YO! HO! HO! AND A BOTTLE OF RUM!" And GERMAN REFORM thinks they are reading URIAH SMITH when they are reading 100% SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!

AND NATURALLY — THE CHURCH would be GOING THROUGH! OF COURSE! WHAT ELSE—???, But as the the BLINDEST of the BLIND are seeing an OMEGA OF APOSTASY PILED ON TOP OF ANOTHER OMEGA OF APOSTASY! They are getting SOMewhat RATTLED and do not know if they are COMING or GOING or "WHEREFORE THEY WERE COME TOGETHER—!!!" Things are NOT GOING as the URIAH SMITH CULT PROMISED! The CHICKENS are coming HOME TO ROOST! "DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN THE CHURCH!" (IN THE SEALING TIME!) 75:210. (READ ON AND GET A BELLY FULL! AND THESE CLOWNS TELLING YOU IT IS NOT HAPPENING—!!!) OH! BOY! IT IS NOT HAPPENING! THERE IS NO OMEGA—!!!
ONE COURT FOOL AFTER THE OTHER: "ALL IS WELL!" "PEACE AND SAFETY!" But they cannot keep the lid on much longer – AMAZING that they kept it on THIS LONG! "...but when the FIGURES reach a CERTAIN AMOUNT which GOD has FIXED...THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED. DIVINE PATIENCE CEASES. THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY...!!!" T5:208. "THE CRISIS IS FAST APPROACHING...THE LITTLE COMPANY who are standing in the LIGHT will be SIGHING and CRYING for the ABOMI- NATIONS!" T5:209. RH 2:105. PK 364.

OH! NO! THERE ARE NONE! BIGGER LIARS THAN THEY ARE HAVE NOT YET BEEN INVENTED! It is HARD for you to obey the LORD and "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" ??? I hate to REMEMBER your FATE! "If God abhors one SIN above another, of which His people are GUILTY, it is in doing NOTHING in case of an EMERGENCY. INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY in a RELI- GIOUS CRISIS is regarded of God as a GRIEVIOUS CRIME and EQUAL to the very WORST TYPE OF HOSTILITY AGAINST GOD!" T3:272,281. Did the BAAL PRIESTS give up-??? READ ON AND SEE!

PK ARE CHANGING AMERICA?

TO: PROMISE KEEPERS ON LINE----
Your article on Promise Keepers is very timely [Feb. 6]. I believe the PK movement is going to bring great revival to our land. It is about time that men stood up together to proclaim that Jesus is Lord! Keep your eye on this movement. It will change America.
Pastor David W. Hansen
Ashley Wesleyan Church
Ashley, Mich.
ASK BROTHER KING

QUESTION: Should Christians patronize the
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Dr. Cathy Burns  
212 East Seventh St.  
Mt. Carmel, PA 17851

SEX, LIES & THE TRUTH

Since Dr. Dobson’s influence is so pervasive, I believe it’s necessary that we take a closer look at some areas of his ministry and what is really coming out of Focus on the Family. The mission statement adopted by the FOTF Board of Directors states: “To cooperate with the Holy Spirit in disseminating the Gospel of Jesus Christ to as many people as possible, and, specifically, to accomplish that objective by helping to preserve traditional values and the institution of the family.” Sounds like a noble objective, right? Well, as we proceed we should discover what kind of “values” he really is promoting.

For example, let’s start with a video that was produced by FOTF entitled “Sex, Lies & the Truth.” Two versions were produced—one for the “Christian” groups and one for the secular institutions, such as schools, etc. The purpose of this 30-minute video is to encourage sexual abstinence before marriage. The premise sounds good and is a worthy motive. The Bible clearly teaches sexual purity—both within and outside of marriage. This video, however, doesn’t even promote modesty of dress.

“The following analysis was prepared by Christian parents who watched the ‘Christian’ version of the video when it was shown to the youth group at their local church in California: ‘1. The hosts of the video, Kurt & Chelsea Cameron, are movie stars that are posing as examples to youth viewing the video. They are both dressed in shorts; Kurt’s are tight and Chelsea’s are short-shorts cut up as short as they can go—not great examples of what the Bible describes as modest dress....[Kurt] only gives himself glory, not God, by abstaining....

‘Viewers are forced to look at bikini-clad bodies, G-strings, cleavage, demonic/evil faces and images, etc., to get the point. One of the quotes Chelsea Cameron made was, ‘You have to see the whole picture before you make a decision’ (not true!)....

‘Chelsea said, ‘Look inside yourself and do what’s right for you.’ ‘” (This last sentence is disguised New Age terminology!)
The reasons given throughout the video for retaining a virgin are based on scare tactics, such as not getting AIDS, respecting yourself, not getting pregnant, etc. We are told that the "issue of sin wasn't even addressed" in this video. Besides, why should we turn to Hollywood to promote Christian values? Although it is possible to be moral without God, a moral person who has not been saved will end up in the same hell as those who are immoral. The truth is: Morality is wonderful, but we need more than morality for morality without salvation will never get anyone to heaven.

Besides, if this indecent video is the "Christian" version, I can only wonder what the secular version must be like!

POLYNESIAN DANCING

Just recently there was a concert at Focus for the employees. The "Events Management Memo," states: "This Thursday, June 15 [1995], at 12 noon there will be another great noontime concert! Focus employees and guests will have an opportunity to watch authentic Polynesian dancing performed by the Island Breeze Ministries in the Chapelteria from 12:00-1:00 pm. This extremely talented group of singers and dancers are (sic) in town for a fundraising Luau Friday night and is taking time to share an hour with us...."

"Island Breeze is a ministry of Youth With a Mission (YWAM), founded by Sosene & Becky Le'au in 1979 in American Samoa...."

"Don't miss this great opportunity to experience another culture's way of spreading the Gospel of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ."

"Spreading the Gospel through Polynesian dancing? It doesn't sound to me like the Gospel that Jesus Christ preached. In fact, this concert seems to have been more of a pagan dancing session than anything else. One person who attended this concert wrote: "This group came complete with loud music, many drums types (sic) and what they called 'kingdom fun.' The 100 plus decibels (sic) included 'aerobatics' (sic) in which volun-"
Promise Keepers, Detroit '95, at the Pontiac Silverdome, was attended by over 82,000 men, at $54.00 a person. It was a finely orchestrated, brainwashing extravaganza geared to mesmerize your emotions. Using music, videos, and loud and fast motivational speakers, the crowd was taken on an emotional ride. At one point, the speaker said, "Welcome to Woodstock, right here --- there's a lot of teststerone here."

The crowd threw airplanes, beach balls, and toilet paper. They did the "wave". They threw more airplanes after they were told not to throw them. The mob was well pleased with itself. Many times they were yelling and clapping for no apparent reason other than being progressively built up into a state of emotional frenzy. Beginning with the taped music, organizers told participants before the rally, the appeal was geared to their emotions. The same tape can be used as an excellent psychological cue to bring back all the emotions of Promise Keepers.

The two day rally was well summarized by two guys, talking next to me, who said, "It really doesn't matter what they teach, as long as the anointing is here." Whatever the anointing was to them, they believed Promise Keepers had the anointing.

The speakers offered many good statements, but didn't explain them biblically. It was a nice facade on the outside but empty on the
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RADICAL IN EVERYTHING -- NEUTRAL IN NOTHING
planning to do on the Lord’s Day? Surely, you recognized this was the same old crowd that lived in Sodom. You did not see or hear anyone singing "Amazing Grace" or getting ‘blest’. Did anyone talked to you about Jesus? Did your thought turn to this scripture:

Matthew 24:38-39 “For as in the days that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the Ark knew not until the flood came, and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be.”

Or perhaps did you think about this Bible truth?

2 Peter 2:6-7 “And turning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah into ashes condemned them with an overthrow, making them an example unto those that after should live ungodly; 7 And delivered just Lot, vexed with the filthy conversation of the wicked.”

The cruise ship is indeed a Sodom and Gomorrh atmosphere. Gambling is wide open, the dance floors crowded, the liquor flows and drugs are everywhere. Eating and drinking is the order of the day. Some report that as many as eight meals a day are served...the richest of foods. There are multiple swimming pools, a dozen rock bands and harlots are not uncommon. The ships are packed with up to 2,000 passengers who have access to every sin imaginable. You would be surprised who boards these ships and who enjoys the pleasures of sin. Not long ago a group from a so-called conservative Bible College was caught by a boat fire. When landing the press got word of this group of Bible School students. They were asked by the reporter how come they were exposed to such evil.

Some who are in the business of selling
Amway type products win trips on these excursions. Those who profess highly have traveled to Tampa and other ports and went into this terrible mess of sin. One camp meeting evangelist speaking from a major pulpit relates a story of a minister who went sailing with the devil's crowd. When confronted he said: "I just went to witness about Jesus." Nonsense, the evangelist said. "You went to enjoy sin and you did."

1 Corinthians 10:31-32 "Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God. 32 Give none offence, neither to the Jews, nor to the Gentiles, nor to the church of God:"

Disney Land/World, the State Fair, carnivals, horse races, car races, Sea Worlds, Seven Flags, etc, are evil and should be avoided by the saints. However, the cruise ship is all of the above rolled into one. There is not ONE redeeming feature in a cruise ship...it is totally evil. Yet, there are church folk who shout at the camp meetings and profess a high state of grace who can enjoy and mingle with this gangster type atmosphere and than stand up and say how much they love Jesus.

Matthew 23:25-27 "Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye make clean the outside of the cup and of the platter, but within they are full of extortion and excess. 26 Thou blind Pharisee, cleanse first that which is within the cup and platter, that the outside of them may be clean also. 27 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are like unto whitened sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness."
LOT AND FAMILY FLEEING
SODOM

Another example of sudden destruction was the City of Sodom and its sister city. Lot was warned by Abraham to flee. Only four escaped the city. However, Lot's wife looked back and was left behind. Many, today are guilty of the backward look to apostate churchanity and are left. Only three persons escaped destruction which is indicative that only a few will be raptured when Jesus comes for His glorified saints. Billions will be left behind for a just judgment.

The following scriptures should be noted in regard to the number 666. This number does NOT appear in scripture. However, the phrase "six hundred threescore and six" appears two times in scripture. 1 Kings 10:14 "Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred threescore and six talents of gold."

Revelation 13:18 "Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his
Isaiah 1:9. As evil company corrupts moral character, I COR. 15:33, so the holy influence of believers restrains wickedness. Billy Graham's statement is not one that will restrain wickedness but will positively encourage it. Even Lot was vexed with the filthiness of the sodomites and remonstrated with them. Do not so wickedly, Genesis 19:7. It says something for Billy Graham when his witness against sodomy is weaker than that of Lot.

Murder Or Robbery

Sodomy is a work of the flesh, an offshoot of human depravity. As such it can be no more acceptable than murder or robbery. The fact that it is not so equated in our day is but part of the rebellion against God's truth that has broken out on every hand and at every level in society. It is part of that latter-day throwing off of the restraints that God has imposed upon mankind that is referred to in Psalm 2. Why do the heathens rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the LORD, and against his anointed, saying, Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us, verse 1-3. The result of this apostasy is the decriminalizing of those things that God has condemned. Murder is no longer a crime punishable by death in our land. The present campaign to release those terrorists who are guilty of the most awful murders indicates that, and shows that the apostasy is to be found in the highest positions in the state and the professing church of Christ.

The legalizing of the murder of the unborn, the legalizing of killing of the old and infirm, crimes of violence amongst adolescents are blamed upon so-called deprivations and environmental influences and must be treated by foreign trips, etc., at public expense. These are but further examples of mankind's recategorizing of sin.

A leading campaigner for sodomites, actor Sir Ian McKellen, recently tore up a Bible on the stage of a theatre in which he was working, as a protest against the condemnation of sodomy that is in it. He urged others to do the same. He particularly objected, he says, to Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13. Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is abomination, and if a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death: their blood shall be upon them. McKellen said that he made a practice of tearing those chapters out of hotel Bibles. He may tear all the pages from all the Bibles that he can get his hands on but the words remain in force. Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away, Matthew 24:35. His actions provide us with a perfect commentary on the whole issue. It is a conflict between men and
Dr. Billy Graham, whose departure from the Word of God in many areas, is well documented, may not have been as dramatic in his action but his comment on the Larry King show is of the exact same spirit as McKellen's brazen defiance of God. To all his other unscriptural actions and utterances Billy Graham has now raised his voice in assisting in the normalizing and approving of this most helinous of debauched practices.

Evangelist Billy Graham was quoted in the press as being extremely pleased with the performance in the office of his friend, Bill Clinton. “Bill Clinton would make a good evangelist.” Graham glowingly assured the national press corps.

Earlier, as a guest on CNN’s the Larry King Show, the famed evangelist commented that even though he had been a close personal friend of Bill Clinton for many years, he had never in the past nor would he ever in the future bring up to the President the issues of homosexuality and abortion. “If I did that,” Graham explained, “I would not be invited back to the White House.”

In the early years of its ministry the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association acquired the printing rights to the popular Halley’s Bible Handbook. Pages 676 to 705 of the original Handbook described the martyrdom of millions through the merciless papal Inquisition. “By 1962, the Graham Association had removed all these pages, and this was done without the permission of the author.”

So, if I were a woman minister I’d want to be there, too, when 80,000 ministers show up this February for the largest gathering of ministers in the history of the world. In fact, if I were a woman minister, I might just register and show up. (After all, what are they going to do -- check at the gate?) I’d figure that if God was going to ignite a spiritual revival in this nation, He just might start with the largest gathering of ministers ever in the history of the world. I’d want to be there, woman or man.

by Keith Drury
BILLY GRAHAM'S ATTITUDE TO SODOMY

Billy Graham is reported as saying in December on the Larry King's television show in the USA, that sodomites are born sodomites, since, as he put it, it is in their genes (Calvary Contender, vol. XI, No. 3). Such a statement is heretical and must prove comforting and encouraging to the evil cause of the sodomites.

Sodomites have long claimed that they were born deviants and that therefore their sodomy may be traced back to God. It is a slanderous and wicked indictment of God. It not only makes God the author of their sin, it makes Him hypocritical and unjust for punishing sodomy, the best example of which is seen in the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, Genesis 13:13, 18:20-21; 19:24-25; 11 Peter 2:6-8; Jude 7.

The origin of sin is not to be found in man's genes. The genes are the biological factor that determines the physical and personality characteristics which we inherit from our progenitors. Sodomy is a sin. It is listed with the vilest of sins in Romans 1:24-32. If a sodomite can not be blamed for his wickedness, then neither can the murderer, the robber or any other wicked person whose ways are contrary to God's law, be blamed for their behavior. If one form of sin may be traceable to the human gene, so must all.

DEPRAVED

The truth is: man's propensity for sin is derived from his utterly corrupt and depraved nature which he inherited from Adam, the father and federal head of the human race. Our genes make us individuals, who display characteristics and personality traits that link us to our forefathers. Our depraved natures link us to Adam and his transgression in the Garden of Eden, Genesis 2:16-17; 3:1-24.

The depravity of the human heart is such that ALL are capable of the most wicked actions, including sodomy. That such wickedness does not break out in the life of all the unregenerate must be put down to the restraint that is exercised upon many by the environment created by the redeemed of God. The public testifying to Christ through the preaching of the gospel, prayer and the general influence exercised by those who are called the 'salt of the earth', Matthew 5:13, greatly hold in check the sinful inclinations of man's depraved heart. Except the LORD of hosts had left us a very small remnant, we should have been as Sodom,
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James Ryle and the Vineyard

"Frankly, Mr. McCartney, another huge reservation that I am having with Promise Keepers is the fact that James Ryle, a man who claims that God told him the beatles were anointed to bring forth a worldwide revival and usher in my (God's) spirit, is your pastor and mentor. According to Ryle, it wasn't until 1970 that God removed his anointing from them. Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band was anointed by God? 1970 was the year the beatles broke up! I am leery of a prophet who discerns the demonic as anointed."

"Let's face it, although Promise Keepers is rapidly growing and attracting an increasingly diverse portion of the Church, it is primarily led by Vineyardites. The Prophet Ryle is on the Board of Directors. Randy Phillips is the president and you go to Ryle's church. You told us to explain why I won't attend the Saint Valentine's Day massacre. I need to tell you I have a great reservation about the Vineyard movement. Your pastor and mentor is one example, with his unscriptural prophecies. It is not my intention to paint every Vineyard church with a broad brush. I believe there are, no doubt, many fine Christians in the movement who want nothing more than the fulfillment of the Great Commission. But we have to remember that it was the Vineyard movement whom by and large promoted the Kansas City prophets and kept them in circulation to this day. The mystical Toronto Blessing is primarily a Vineyard phenomenon although there are many Vineyard congregations who don't claim it. What makes Promise Keepers different from the other Vineyard ventures? Mr. McCartney, do you believe in the validity of this Laughing Revival? Can a fountain bring forth both sweet and bitter water?"

Why Not Men of Discernment?

"I applaud your many charges for men to become men of integrity, family men, men of purity and so forth, but I notice that there isn't that much of a call for men to be men of discernment. If you truly want to know where many of pastors are coming from, I'll tell you. A lot of us don't see the lack of physical unity, nor lack of social action, nor lack of signs and wonders, as the true challenge of the last days, church. According to 11 Thess. 2, the ultimate issue facing us is will we love the truth, more than the lie, in the face of a false revival of lying signs and wonders. This is why many of us are seeing
100,000 Pastors In Atlanta PK Rally

An Open Letter to Bill McCartney, Founder Of Promise Keepers
Pastor Bill Randles

Bill McCartney, founder and leader of Promise Keepers, said in a rally of Promise Keepers in Detroit's Silver Dome on April 29:

"Now, I think that many of you are in touch with the fact that we're having a pastors, gathering in Atlanta on February 12, 13 and 14. This gathering in Atlanta should exceed 100,000 clergymen. Why? Because we have many more clergymen than that. And that is why we are calling 100,000 Pastors In Atlanta PK Rally."

truth as the ultimate issue, not tolerance.

Of course, I love all Catholics, Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses.

All of these name the name of Jesus! But almost all of them worship a different Jesus. I can't claim most of the above as brothers in Christ. If a Mormon keeps all seven of your promises that could well make him a moral person, but that moral Mormon will go right to Hell. Why? Because in spite of his morality, unity, good father skills, marital fidelity, he is still doomed because he doesn't believe the testimony God gave of His Son.

What I am saying is this: What a person believes shouldn't be downplayed as insignificant. We should rather preach the Word of God without compromise, no matter how much it divides.

SEEMS LIKE A BROADWAY

"Broad is the road that leads to destruction."

Finally, Mr. McCartney, I am wary of Promise Keepers because it seems to be such a broad, inclusive way. Catholics, Mormons, and even homosexuals are encouraged to be included and welcomed in all our events. There are common denominators that anyone can stress that almost every human being can admit to. But
than that, and every single one of them ought to be there. We can’t have anyone pass up that meeting. If a guy says that he doesn’t want to go, he needs to be able to tell us why he doesn’t want to go.”

The PK founder added: “Now listen to me men. February 12, 13 and 14 to me is not a coincidence that it comes over Valentine’s Day. I think we’re going to have another St. Valentine’s day massacre. I think, Almighty God is going to rip open the hearts of our leaders. I think He is going to tear them open. I think He’s going to put them back together again as one. One leadership. We’ve got to have one leadership, one leadership only.

Pastor Bill Randles of Believers Grace Fellowship Church, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, wrote to Bill McCartney in an open letter: “Mr. McCartney, there already is an organization claiming that kind of leadership and command: the Roman Catholic Church under the headship of the Pope. Because of this one human leadership and command, almost a billion people are locked in spiritual bondage. Of course, I believe in the true ecumenism: the communion of saints everywhere on earth, based on the truth of the Gospel. But I am extremely wary of the unity at the expense of truth movement. People are encouraged to de-emphasize doctrines so they can come together as though doctrine is a meaningless detail. What is doctrine, but the

when the true God-ordained organization, the Church, upholds the Word of God, it divides people either onto the broad way, that leads to destruction or the narrow way that leads to life. A telltale sign that there is something wrong is the press being given to Promise Keepers by the worldly media. Why is the world promoting your organization when Jesus said the world would hate us as it hated Him? God has an organization already, the Church of the Living God, the pillar and ground of the truth, and the world rejects it. God’s work is not

Woman at Vineyard meeting laughing and crying.
Promise Keepers Confuses Law and Gospel

"Promise Keepers confuses law and gospel, in a peer pressure mode persuading Christian men to turn to commitments rather than to the means of grace for their lives lived out under grace" says the July, 1995 Logia, a Journal of Lutheran Theology. Some of the leading confessional Lutheran pastors and theologians in the world are contributing editors of Logia.

Promise Keepers has received the enthusiastic support of many evangelicals and charismatics. Its publication, New Man, is published by charismatics. Roman Catholic and Mormon leaders have endorsed Promise Keepers. PK sends Roman Catholics and Mormons, who attend PK rallies, back to their churches. PK urges its members to wholeheartedly support their pastors even if their pastors are tongues speaking healing charismatics, theo-

Promise Keepers or

Promised Kept?

logical liberals who reject historic Christianity, or Roman

Continued on Page 10

Christianity Today

Toronto Blessing (Holy Laughter) Has Provided Spiritual Renewal

"The Toronto Blessing with its 'holy laughter' has provided spiritual renewal for many thousands of Christians" says the cover story of the September 11 Christianity Today. Christian News has said that the movement is contrary to Holy Scripture and that it should be avoided by confessional Lutherans.

Charisma magazine and

Continued on Page 11

So, what do I think of these "Promise Keepers" rallies? Well, not much. My rule of thumb (neither inerrant nor infallible) is that any movement which can fill up a football stadium probably isn't worth all that much.

Lofton Letter, August, 1995
grotesque argument that the bombs had “saved lives” until later. The first official justification was that Hiroshima was an important military base — which implies a bad conscience about using the bomb against civilians. And in fact it was the center of the city, not the military facilities on the periphery, that was targeted. Besides, nobody who worried unduly about needless loss of life could pursue a policy of demanding unconditional surrender.

Hiroshima was mass murder in the first degree, years in the planning and preparation. It remains the worst single atrocity of all time. Why do Americans still defend it? Only because they feel they have to, for their country’s honor. In their hearts they wish they could undo Hiroshima. Few would do it again. A great conservative journalist, David Lawrence, wrote at the time: “Surely we cannot be proud of what we have done. If we state our inner thoughts honestly,

**THE CHRISTIAN NEWS**
**September 11, 1995**
**Page 13**

we are ashamed of it.” Even Douglas MacArthur and Dwight Eisenhower privately thought dropping the two bombs had been unnecessary and wrong.

The real proof that Lawrence was right about our “inner thoughts” is that none of those who defend Truman look forward to a similar situation in the future. Nobody says, “Let’s hope the next President who has to make such a decision will do as Truman did.” Even Truman’s warmest admirers seem to agree tacitly that once was enough.

But the bomb wasn’t Truman’s idea; he’d inherited it from Franklin Roosevelt. Roosevelt presumably had meant the bomb for civilians long before there was any prospect of an invasion of Japan. Thanks to his usual good luck, his name has escaped the honor of association with Hiroshima.

---

**Van Impe Praises Pope and Catholic Catechism**

Dr. Jack Van Impe has within the past year been effusive in his praise for Pope John Paul II, calling him “this great Pope,” etc. He says: “We [RC’s & JV] agree on the great fundamentals of the faith and said (12/94 tape): “ . . . I’ve been reading the Catholic Catechism, 2,865 points, backed with 5,000 to 6,000 verses of Scripture. This is the Word of God. Of course there are some things where I don’t agree. But I find many of these things in our Protestant churches as well. But this thing blessed my heart. This piece of literature, saturated with the precious Word of God.” He misused Jn. 17:21 (“That they all may be one”), in similar fashion to ecumenicals. Rexella quoted Charles Colson from an 11/14 Christianity Today article where he quoted Dutch Calvinist Abraham Kuyper as saying Rome is not our enemy. Van Impe replied: “That great dialogue is going on now through Colson, through the Southern Baptist Convention numbering 18,000, and through Campus Crusade numbering millions, and I want to be part of what I believe the Bible teaches . . . Yes, we have so much in common . . .” This preacher [who once counted himself as a Fundamentalist] is now, sadly, “deceiving and being deceived” (Calvary Contender, April 15, 1995).
About 65,000 men pack Mile High Stadium, Denver, for a June 16 Promise Keepers rally. The men cheer for Jesus and learn how to be better husbands, fathers and male friends.

LUTHERAN, September, 1995
The Narrow Path, cast up high above the earth

"...And few there be that find it."

"As we journeyed on, the road grew narrower and steeper..."

"We had heavily loaded wagons. On one side of this road was a deep precipice; on the other was a high, smooth wall."
SR. WHITE had this IMPRESSIVE DREAM in BATTLE CREEK - August 1868. We journeyed with HEAVILY LOADED WAGONS. But the ROAD grew NARROWER and STEEPER until it became a PATH - we had to LEAVE the WAGONS and go on HORSEBACK. We found the PATH grew STILL NARROWER so we had to CUT THE LUGGAGE from the HORSES and let it fall OVER THE PRECIPICE.

"We then cut the luggage from the horses, and it fell over the precipice. We continued on horseback, greatly fearing..."
FINALLY we had to LEAVE THE HORSES and go on FOOT, IN SINGLE FILE, one following in the FOOTSTEPS of ANOTHER! NO BIG POPULAR MOVEMENT GOES THRU! It is ONE by ONE! This is the clear TEACHING of this DREAM!

This takes us to SKETCH #3, by VAL PAOLI of AUSTRALIA. (1991.) "At every CHANGE some were LEFT BEHIND! Only those REMAINED who had ACCUSTOMED themselves to endure HARDSHIPS!" BUTTER-SOFT CITY DOWAGERS were never seen again. Sitting ROW on ROW in all CHURCHES! With the LATEST EASTER BONNETS! SPIKE HEELS AND ALL! SHORT SHORTS and MINIS!

"We left the horses and went on foot, in single file..."
"...One following in the footsteps of another... cords were let down from the top of the pure white wall; these we eagerly grasped."

"The PROPHECY of ISAIAH 3 was presented before me as applying to these LAST DAYS, and the REPROOFS are given to the DAUGHTERS of ZION who have thought ONLY of APPEARANCE and DISPLAY." READ VERSE 25: "Thy men shall FALL BY THE SWORD and thy MIGHTY in the WAR." I was shown that this SCRIPTURE will be STRICTLY FULFILLED. YOUNG MEN and WOMEN professing to be CHRISTIANS, yet having NO CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE, and having BORNE TO BURDENS and felt NO INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY (Just went by Church Leaders!) ARE TO BE PROVED! THEY will be brought LOW IN THE DUST and will LONG for an experience in the things of GOD, which they have FAILED TO OBTAIN."

WAR LIFTS HIS HELMET TO HIS BROW;

O GOD, PROTECT THY PEOPLE NOW!"

T1:270  RH 1:40.

LIFE SKETCHES, p.190 - is the SAME as T2:594-7 but the LAST PARAGRAPH is MISSING!
Paul Harvey Pro-Abortion?
Conservative news commentator Paul Harvey supported the Equal Rights Amendment. The July 7 Washington Post quotes him thusly on abortion: "I think that that choice should be left to a woman and her God and her doctor, and Paul Harvey [and the government] ought to stay out of it altogether. It's none of our business." (7/31 C. News). Harvey has Seventh-day Adventists roots, but joined W.A. Criswell's SBC church in 1979 (10/2/79 Blu-Print).
Calvary Contender, Aug. 15, 1995
***

Ed. The Talmud, which orthodox Jews consider to be the infallible Word of God, teaches that four billion Israelites were killed by the Romans in one city, the City of Bethar. (Some Rabbis say that only forty million were killed). The Talmud says that sixteen million Israelite school children were wrapped in scrolls and burned alive by the Romans at Bethar and that 940,000 Israelites were killed on one stone. For documentation see the 160 pages from The Talmud photographed in The Christian News Encyclopedia.
***

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.—Harvard Law School Professor Mary Ann Glendon discusses her appointment by the pope to head the Vatican's delegation at United Nations Women's Conference in Beijing. Glendon will be the first woman to represent the Vatican at a major international event.
RNS Photo

CALCUTTA—Mother Teresa receives flowers from wellwishers on her 85th birthday August 26. The birthday celebrations including songs and prayers for the poor.
RNS Photo
Billy Graham Says, "Save the Earth, Not Babies!"

Billy Graham has told columnist Cal Thomas that saving babies by fighting abortion is not "a big thing" to him (World magazine, Feb. 18, 1995). But, says the famed evangelist, he is concerned about saving Mother Earth. To him, that's a big thing. Indeed, Graham is so upset about the environmental harm being done to planet Earth that he recently vowed to begin actively speaking out on this issue.

The Reverend Graham has long maintained that the pro-life movement is irrelevant since "No one really knows when life begins" (Right to Life of Greater Cincinnati newsletter, Jan. 1992). Again and again, he has refused to become involved in speaking out against abortion. "It's not an issue I wish to pursue," Graham arrogantly informed CNN talk show host Larry King in 1993. "I try to stay away from these things that are so emotional," Graham told the Philadelphia Inquirer newspaper in 1992.

Neither is homosexuality a hot button for Billy Graham. "It's not a big sin," the evangelist recently told startled reporters at a national press conference. On the Larry King Show (Dec. 1994), Graham justified this by explaining that homosexuals and lesbians are just "born that way."

But apparently, while the popular North Carolina Baptist evangelist doesn't want to expend his energies battling abortion, homosexuality, pornography, New Ageism in public schools, the New World Order, and other rampant evils, he does not feel the same way about environmentalism. Interviewed recently on Cal Thomas' television program on Cable TV's CNBC network, Graham insisted that protecting the environment is more important than protecting the unborn. Here's the exchange between Billy Graham and Cal Thomas (also see World magazine, Feb. 18, 1995, p. 10):

Mr. Thomas: "You've been reluctant to speak out on the top social issue of our time, abortion. Why?"

Mr. Graham: "I think the top social issue of our time may be ecology (the environment). I think that's more dangerous... and I'm going to start speaking out on that."

So, to Billy Graham, the murder of 40 million babies through abortion since 1963—in the U.S.A. alone—is not "a big thing" he needs to deal with. Admittedly, Graham is a politically astute liberal. He well knows that fighting abortion is politically incorrect, and he realizes that, were he to support the saving of unborn babies, the famous evangelist would not make the next published list of "America's Ten Most Admired Men."

Graham also knows, however, that saving Mother Earth is politically correct. After all, every good liberal wants to save the environment and kill the unborn babies—all at the same time!

What might God have to say about Graham's pandering to satanic baby-killers? In Psalm 94:16, God implores: "Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand up for me against the workers of iniquity?" Now comes Billy Graham, one of the most liked and most popular men on Earth, to whine and cry out, "Not me, Lord, not me!"

---

The infallible Pope declared in 1950 that all Roman Catholics must believe in the Assumption of Mary. "The Meaning of the Assumption," an editorial in the August 8, 1995 St. Louis Review, a Roman Catholic weekly, says: "That Mary is already bodily present in the heavenly court has meaning for all faithful Christians. That one who shares human nature with us has been so rewarded gives us hope and encouragement."
100,000 Pastors in Atlanta PK Rally

An Open Letter to Bill McCartney, Founder Of Promise Keepers

Bill McCartney, founder and leader of Promise Keepers, said in a rally of Promise Keepers in Detroit Silver Dome on April 29: "Now, I think that many of you are in touch with the fact that we're having a pastor's gathering in a rally of Promise Keepers in Detroit Silver Dome on April 29: "Now, I think that many of you are in touch with the fact that we're having a pastor's gathering in Atlanta on February 12, 13 and 14. This gathering in Atlanta should exceed 100,000 clergymen. Why? Because we have many more than that, and every single one of them ought to be there. We can't have anyone pass up that meeting. If a guy says that he doesn't want to go, he needs to be able to tell us why he doesn't want to go."

The PK founder added: "Now listen to me men. February 12, 13 and 14 to me is not a coincidence that it comes over Valentine's Day. I think we're going to have another St. Valentine's day massacre. I think Almighty God is going to rip open the hearts of our leaders. I think he is going to tear them open. And I think he's going to put them back together again as one. One leadership. We've got to have one leadership, one leadership only."

Pastor Bill Randles of Believers Grace Fellowship Church, Cedar Rapids, Iowa wrote to Bill McCartney in an open letter: "Mr. McCartney there already is an organization claiming that kind of leadership and command: the Roman Catholic Church under the headship of the Pope. Because of this 'One human leadership and command,' almost a billion people are locked in spiri-

Beetles were anointed to bring forth a worldwide revival and 'usher in my (God's) spirit,' is your pastor and mentor. According to Ryle, it wasn't until 1970 that God removed his anointing from them. (Sgt. Pepper's Lonely 'usher in my (God's) spirit,' is your pastor and mentor. According to Ryle, it wasn't until 1970 that God removed his anointing from them. (Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band was anointed by God? 1970 was the year The Beatles broke up!) I am leery of a 'prophet,' who discerns the demonic as anointed.

"Let's face it, although P.K. is rapidly growing and attracting an increasingly diverse portion of the Church, it is primarily led by Vineyardites. The 'Prophet' Ryle is on the Board of Directors, Randy Phillips is the president and you go to Ryle's church (you told us to explain why I won't attend the Saint Valentine's day massacre). I need to tell you I have a great reservation about the Vineyard movement. Your Pastor and mentor is one example, with his unscriptural prophecies. It is not my intention to paint every Vineyard church with a broad brush. I believe there are, no doubt, many fine Christians in the movement who want nothing more than the fulfillment of the Great Commission. But we have to remember that it was the Vineyard movement who by and large promoted the Kansas City prophets and kept them in circulation to this day. The mystical 'Toronto Blessing' is primarily a Vineyard phenomena although there are many Vineyard congregations who don't claim it. What makes P.K.
Holy Laughter Spreading

God at Work
By His Holy Spirit

The September Charisma reports in an article titled "A New Toronto Blessing Is Spread-
ing in Australia" that "Anglican and Pentecostal churches are being 'overwhelmed by the Spirit of God' throughout the land Down Under."

"Odd things are happening in Toronto—Toronto, New South Wales, that is. In this suburb of Port Macquarie, a city on Australia's east coast, two small congregations have been touched by the Holy Spirit, resulting in all-night prayer meetings, conversions, healed relationships, and manifestations of laughter and weeping."

"Phenomena similar to those associated with Canada's Toronto Blessing have been spreading through Australian churches since mid-1994. The independent charismatic Christian Outreach 'Centres (COC) experienced a foretaste in 1993, but for the last 12 months the renewal has spilled over into other Pentecostal and charis-

---

Evangelical Rodney Howard-Browne led meetings in Sydney in February and June.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DEC. 18, 1995

FROM: SR. ANN M. FREDERICKS, P.O. BOX 1032, REYGERSDAL, ATLANTIS 7352, CAPE TOWN, REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA.

TO BROTHER HOEHN:

THANK YOU for the McCOY-HOEHN CHART. May the Lord in Heaven light up your spiritual path. You are responsible for so much LIGHT going around the World. Through this I see that when we live up to the LIGHT received we will receive GREATER LIGHT. I can only say since I have SEPARATED from ALL CHURCHES, since I have received your literature (which is the pure truth!) I have only ADVANCED. So many beautiful messages have come to the front. DARKNESS is and has disappeared and LIGHT has penetrated. Every time I share with others, whether they accept or reject - NEW RAYS SHINE THROUGH!

By this I can also see we are living in SOLEMN TIMES. R&H May 27, 1890. "THE LIGHT which LIGHTS the Earth with its glory will be called a FALSE LIGHT by those who refuse to walk in its advancing GLORY!" T4:391. "Many are going DIRECTLY CONTRARY to the LIGHT which God has given His people, because they DO NOT READ THE BOOKS which contain the LIGHT and KNOWLEDGE in cautions, reproof and warning."

The reason for the last quotation is - two weeks after I had received the McCOY-HOEHN CHART - two of the German Reform hierarchy came to my home to see whether my Mother (who is a member of them) was perhaps with me. On my living room wall was this CHART, I invited them to have a look at it, which they did. I pointed out to them that PHILADELPHIA was ALIVE and WELL - going through to Heaven. The CHART shows since 1852 a deviation occurred, when a NARROW PATH (not as narrow as the upper one) winding UPWARD AGAIN - OUT from LAODICEA - heading STRAIGHT UP TO PHILADELPHIA - joining with the CHURCH of REV. 3:7-13. The Church under the HEAVENLY RAINBOW OF PROMISE (NOT the rainbow of TUTU or MANDELA, for MANDELA calls the SOUTH AFRICANS - CHILDREN OF THE RAINBOW! One of the reasons why I want to IMMIGRATE TO HEAVEN.)

Two weeks after this meeting or visit at my place they planned a Sabbath afternoon discussion on "Why there won't be a SEA in Heaven."
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A friend of mine went to visit them being interested to know, what the answer was on the subject about the SEA.

Her report back to me was: ANN did you not talk to those people about PHILADELPHIA? I said - why yes! I did. She said: "Well they did NOT discuss anything on the SEA SUBJECT but instead this VICE PRESIDENT had a discussion on PHILADELPHIA and I remembered you mentioned to me that you let them look at the CHART on your wall."

"Apparently this Mr. Gala-Gala (as his name is) he told the REFORMERS, THEY ARE PHILADELPHIANS: because 1914 they broke away from LAODICEA and are traveling on the NARROW PATH!"

"Can you see the subtlety of SATAN! Three persons have SEPARATED from the REFORM MOVEMENT the past year. They have heeded the message of "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Others are asking questions, now this Mr. Gala-Gala brings a SOOTHING MESSAGE of "ONLY BELIEVE!" - sleep on a little longer, it is all "PEACE AND SAFETY!" - little realizing SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming, and the irony of it is they want to stay with their OTHER IDOLS, even after they have received WARNING after WARNING!"

T4:180,185,200. "While men will not heed repeated WARNINGS, they are PLEASED with FALSE THEORIES, who FLATTER THEIR VANITY and strengthen their INIQUITY, but who will fail to help them in the Day of TROUBLE." But then again, we must not be AMAZED at these things for we read in MATT. 24:24 - "For there shall arise FALSE CHRISTs, and FALSE PROPHETS!" And this Mr. Gala-Gala is a FALSE PROPHET which I hope to tell him when I see him again.

God bless you in the good work.

I pray the Lord in Heaven to preserve you in health till the day He comes, to give you wisdom and good health till you have been SEALED by the LIVING GOD.

Brother Hoehn, where can I get ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION AND CHURCH HISTORY? Thank you also for the tapes. You may use my letter or part of is as you see fit.

Thank you. God bless.

Sr. Ann (A. M. FREDERICKS)
"Let those who would follow Christ fully come up to the Work, even if it be over the HEADS of MINISTERS and PRESIDENT. Those who in such a Work as this will say, "I PRAY THEE HAVE ME EXCUSED!" should BEWARE lest they receive their DISCHARGE for TIME and for ETERNITY!!" T5:369.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 20, 1995

GROTHEER - the last paper that I have - XXVIII - 12(95) - three times - p.2 & 3. CHRIST ends up in the OUTER COURT and yet PRETENDS he BELIEVES in THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!

WE SPENT 58 YEARS TO PROVE THAT GOD AND CHRIST - WENT INTO THE MOST HOLY PLACE IN 1844 and when CHRIST COMES OUT - HE DOES NOT COME OUT UNTIL HE LAYS OFF HIS GARMENTS OF INTERCESSION! (ALL PROBATION OVER!)

"Then I saw JESUS LAY OFF HIS PRIESTLY ATTIRE and clothe Himself with His most KINGLY ROBES...THE PLAGUES WERE FALLING!" EW 280-1.

DO WE NOW HAVE GROTHEER/HOUETTEF 144,000 ADVENTISTS AND THEIR INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES-??? THE RECORD HERE READS: "FEW had chosen to accept it!" EW 281. SG 1: 199,200.

"NOW THERE WAS NO ATONING BLOOD...IT IS DONE. IT IS FINISHED!..."TOO LATE! TOO LATE!" EW 281.

THESE FEW PAGES - read on past 281 to 291 - THRILL after THRILL will go through you as you read the account - WHILE PROBATION IS STILL OPEN! (IF IT IS!) Who would want to spoil this picture by giving HOPE - WHERE THERE IS NO HOPE?
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NO HOPE OUTSIDE THE MOST HOLY PLACE! Start Jangling away now about some OUTER COURT! I thought we were DONE with THAT when we were DONE with BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT (AND THE SHEPHERD'S ROD) in 1959–60. LET THEM SLEEP! Not RESURRECT THAT STUFF AGAIN—!!! EW 69,123. EZEKIEL CHAPTER 13 and then try 14 also—!!!

A HALLMARK OF FALSE PROPHETS IS - they cannot see past their own GROUP!!! GOD COULD NOT SAVE THOSE THEY CAST OUT-??? "The Lord God which GATHERED the OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL...His WATCHMEN are BLIND...IGNORANT...DUMB DOGS, THEY CANNOT BARK!" ISAIAH 56:8,10. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. 1884 GC 382. T5:690-1. DOESN'T SEEM LIKE SUCH A SAFE PLACE - DOES IT - ???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 22, 1985

URIAH SMITH

When I was reading the R&H ARTICLE (6 BIG) BOOKS - I came across a VERY SPECIAL ARTICLE by URIA SMITH who happened to be EDITOR at that TIME - APRIL 19, 1870. I made a notation on that page - what I thought of it:

A BAG OF BONES -
A TUFT OF HAIR ON ONE END -
AND A PAIR OF SHOES - ON THE OTHER!

I had to pass that along today. In HISTORIC ADVENTIST LAND MARKS - (CHRISTMAS KEEPING) - JOHN J. GROSBOLL (EDIT) R & H runs an article by LAWRENCE NELSON - LOST IN EDEN. Who goes into the REVIVAL OF HOLY FLESH in the EAST in 1995 - p.22-5. "SPEAKING IN TONGUES!" "DEMONS IN THE FORM OF MEN ARE PRESENT!" (I READ EVERY WORD!) and although he dwelt PROFUSELY on CHRIST taking the FALLEN NATURE OF MAN. The WEAKNESS and all - he only mentioned: "HE TOOK UPON HIM OUR SINFUL NATURE!" This is supposed to be from R&H December 15, 1896. I just had to LOOK THAT UP! (WHICH I HAVE NOT DONE YET! I HAVE THE BOOK READY! NOW I LOOK IT UP!)

AH! YES! I THOUGHT SO! THIS WAS A TIME WHEN URIA SMITH WAS IN AND OUT OF BEING EDITOR of the R&H and I did NOT look that direct QUOTE UP YET - I prefer to see his HAND in other articles there - R&H NOV. 24, 1896. And article by MAGEN - yep! There is URIA SMITH with his CATHOLIC "GIBBONS!" to prove something.
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AS WE SAID 100 TIMES BEFORE - ONLY WHEN DRUNKEN URIAH SMITH WAS EDITOR DID WE FIND SINFUL NATURE! HUMAN NATURE. YES! FALLEN NATURE. YES! HE BORE THE INFIRMITIES AND DEGENERACY OF THE RACE IN ITS FALLEN, WEAKENED CONDITION. YES! TEMPTED ON ALL POINTS. YES!

THIS VERY REFERENCE SAYS: "IN HIM WAS NO GUILE OR SINFULNESS!" QD 656. DID HE HAVE GUILE? NO-??? NEITHER DID HE HAVE SINFULNESS IN HIS INCARNATION - WE HAVE A DOZEN REFERENCES - THERE WAS NO SINFULNESS! "WE SHOULD HAVE NO MISGIVINGS IN REGARD TO THE PERFECT SINFULNESS OF HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST!" ST JUNE 9, 1898. "IN HIS HUMAN NATURE HE MAINTAINED THE PURITY OF HIS DIVINE CHARACTER!" YI JUNE 2, 1898.

YOU MAY BE SURE - URIAH SMITH WAS NOT EDITOR IN 1898! HE WAS VISITING EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND THE FAR EAST. ALONZO T. JONES WAS MADE EDITOR...IN 1897. URIAH SMITH CAME BACK IN 1901. (REPEAT:) URIAH SMITH WAS NOT EDITOR IN 1898-!!!

THIS IS GOOD RIDDANCE OF THAT SUBJECT-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 23, 1995

WELL! RUSSELL STANDISH IN THE REMNANT HERALD - Dec. 1995 - SPEAKS IN PASSING ABOUT THE BIGGEST THING IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD TO HIT THE CHURCHES - PROMISE KEEPERS! 1200 WORKERS TO PUT OUT 2 MILLION - 600,000 TABLOIDS IN THE MAIL - EACH MONTH - !!!
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They have a BUDGET of MILLIONS to finance that operation so in many cases they ask up to $100.00 U.S. EACH at the DOOR to FOOTBALL (PACKED!) STADIUMS! STANDING ROOM ONLY! MOST ALL MINISTERS - who go back to INFEST their CHURCHES - WORLDWIDE!

NOW WE HAVE ADVENTIST REVIEW - Dec. 15, 1995. And that JOKE - called EDITOR! (Not enough BRAINS to get a HEADACHE!) WM. G. JOHNSON - takes his hand at mentioning this TORONTO BLESSING - PENTECOSTALISM - BARKING LIKE DOGS - ROARING LIKE LIONS! LAUGHING FOR HOURS! WHY DOES HE MENTION IT-?? Because CHRISTIANITY TODAY DOES!

WHAT IS JOHNSON'S analysis of what he admits the WORLD "is on the verge of THE GREATEST OUTPOURING of the Holy Spirit in HUMAN HISTORY!" (EDITORIAL Dec. 14, 1995. p.4.) What is your JOHNSON'S ANALYSIS-??

"WE'RE NOT IN THE BUSINESS OF JUDGING OTHERS...WE'LL LEAVE THE LORD TO HANDLE THAT!" (p.4(1524.) WELL! HE ADMITS HE IS A "DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK!" T5:211. PHILIPPIANS 3:2. ISA. 56:10. But the LORD looked for "A MAN - A COUNSELLOR" and there was "NO MAN" AMONG THEM! ISA. 41:28. They are NOTHING! They are WIND! "There was NO MAN!" ISA. 50:2.

"RUN YE TO AND FRO THROUGH THE STREETS OF JERUSALEM, AND SEE...IF YE CAN FIND A MAN!" JER. 5:1. "BUT IF FOUND NONE!" EZE. 22:30. ONLY "SCUM!" EZE. 24:6. (OR CALL IT:) "DROSS!" EZE. 22:18,19. (AND THEN THE QUESTION WE HAVE ASKED FOR 50 YEARS! WHAT IF:) "THE GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS IN THE CHURCH!" T5:81. If GOLD is SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS - what does that LEAVE-?? Do you have a DIFFERENT DICTIONARY THAN WE HAVE-?? IF GOLD IS TAKEN FROM WHAT DOES that LEAVE-?? DOES THAT LEAVE GOLD-?? How SILLY can you get-?? AS SILLY AS WM. G. JOHNSON-?? LORD - DELIVER ME-!!! IS THAT THE BEST WE CAN DO-?? SOME ELLIABS-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 25, 1995

JOHN J. GROSBOLE - along with the REST OF THE WORLD! (With one or two EXCEPTIONS!) keeps HAMMERING AWAY - "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" Is that "THE SPIRIT OF ELLIAB-??" Of "JOHNS THE BAPTIST-??"
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"YE GENERATION OF VIPERS!" is not exactly NOT-FINDING-FAULT-!!!

Yet these people will collect MILLIONS-!!! BEAT INTO THE BRAINS OF THOSE STUPID ENOUGH TO LISTEN TO THEM-!!! DO NOT EVEN FIND FAULT! ELLIJAH DID A LITTLE MORE! SO DID PHINEHAS! PP 455-6. SO DID GOD-!!!

THESE PEOPLE DO NOT KNOW IT - BUT THEY ARE ACTUALLY STARTING A REBELLION - AGAINST GOD-!!! HE SHOULD HAVE FORGIVEN THE REBELS-!!! HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN MORE "KIND!" MORE "UNDERSTANDING!" (DID I ACTUALLY WRITE THAT-???)

ELLIJAH SHOULD HAVE DIALOGUED WITH THE BAAL PRIESTS! CHRIST SHOULD HAVE SAT IN THE AUDIENCE AND LET THE PHARISEES DO THE TEACHING! HEARD THE OTHER SIDE! RIGHT UP JOHNSON'S ALLEY! THERE IS NO OTHER SIDE - ONLY ONE-!!! THE RIGHT ONE-!!! IT IS PAINFUL FOR ME TO HAVE TO WRITE THE FOLLOWING - KNOWING FULL WELL THEY WILL NOT LISTEN UNTIL EW 30 ROLLS AROUND! OH! YES! THEN THEY WILL LISTEN-!!! TOO LATE-!!! NOW WE HAVE:

"GOD is DISPLEASED with us when we go to LISTEN to ERROR ...for UNLESS HE SENDS US to those (GROSBOLL/JOHNSON) MEETINGS where ERROR is FORCED HOME to the people by the POWER of the WILL, (UNLESS HE SENDS US TO GIVE A PUBLIC BLAST so that these DUMMIES will have at least ONE SENSIBLE VOICE OF PROTEST-!!!)

"HE WILL NOT KEEP US! THE ANGELS CEASE their watchful care over us, and we are LEFT to the BUFFETINGS of the ENEMY, to be DARKENED and WEAKENED BY HIM - and the POWER of his EVIL ANGELS; and the LIGHT around us becomes CON-TAMINATED with the DARKNESS!" (READ ON!) EW 124-5.

YOU MIGHT be able to arrest SOME (NOT LIKELY!) to LISTEN to REASON and "GET THE HELL OUT OF THERE-!!!" At least you could TRY-!!! A woman could go up front and break her UMBRELLA over his HEAD! That is STILL FAR from what ELLIJAH WOULD DO-!!! HOW MANY WOULD RATHER BE NEUTRAL? (You will MISS MUCH if you do not READ IT! T3:281-5.)

HAVE I WRITTEN ON THIS BEFORE-??? Well, good! IT has to be said SEVEN or EIGHT TIMES before you hear it - ONCE-!!! Some of you are so DENSE - you will NEVER hear it until EW 30.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 25, 1995

TODAY I AM HAPPY – YESTERDAY I WAS NOT. IT SEEMED EVERYTHING WAS AGAINST US. HE WILL NEVER FORSAKE US!
The forsaking has to be done by us. Yes, it is ON CONDITION OF THE COVENANT!

CRAZY!

There is no such thing as UNCONDITIONAL LOVE! or UNCONDITIONAL ANYTHING!!! EVERYTHING WE DO – OR THINK – is always ON CONDITION! It was CRAZY JONES that started the RELIGION (IF IT CAN BE CALLED A RELIGION) THAT THERE ARE NO CONDITIONS!

ELLEN G. WHITE:

"BROTHER A.T.JONES...YOU REPEATED SEVERAL TIMES THAT WORKS amounted to NOTHING that there were NO CONDITIONS...I knew that MINDS would be CONFUSED...THERE ARE CONDITIONS to our receiving JUSTIFICATION and SANCTIFICATION, and the RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST...IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for even ONE SOUL to be SAVED WITHOUT GOOD WORKS!!!"

CONDITIONS:

"There must be PRAYERFUL STUDY and DETERMINED EFFORT on the part of ALL who would win the CROWN OF LIFE!" SM 2:212. Nov. 3, 1892. (CONDITIONS: SOP 1:33,239. SOP 2:132,252. SC 37.)

IS "FAITH" SOMETHING APART FROM "SANITY?"
IS IT "SANE" TO LOOK FOR "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS?"
NO SANE PERSON EVER BOASTED OF A JOB WELL DONE WHO DID NOTHING OR WHO LOOKED FOR A REWARD FOR DOING NOTHING!
CHRIST COMES WITH HIS REWARD "ACCORDING AS HIS WORKS SHALL BE!!" REV. 22:12.

BUT PEOPLE ARE PEOPLE AND THEY WILL BET ON A LOSING HORSE! THE HORSE OF DEATH! REV. 6:8. GOD’S PEOPLE HAVE TO GET OFF THE WAGONS AND THE HORSES AND TAKE TO "THE LITTLE NARROW PATH!"
"AND FEW THERE BE THAT FIND IT-!!!" MATT. 7:14.

SO WHY FOLLOW THE SENSELESS MULTITUDES—??? OR BE SO PROUD THAT YOU ARE WITH THE MAJORITY ???
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I WONDER WHY?
YOU SHOULD BE ASHAMED OF YOURSELF-!!!
YOU COULD DO BETTER THAN THAT-!!!

And that is the purpose of this paper — that we can do BETTER!
YESTERDAY I RECEIVED A LETTER from LUCIUS & MATTIE
SPAULDING, P.O. BOX 1113, SAFFORD, AZ 85548-1111. In it
there was a DIATRIBE by LAST DAY MESSAGES, Vol. 11, May-
June 1990, No. 3. JULIA E. WRIGHT, P.O. BOX 232, ORTING,
WA 98360.

I WONDER WHAT HAPPENED TO HER AS SHE NOW REPEATS
PAGES AND PAGES BY VANCE FERRELL — SHE CANNOT LEAVE
HIM ALONE TO DO HIS OWN PRINTING—??? Does she not
know that he has sworn ETERNAL ALLEGIANCE TO THE LAODI-
CEAN CHURCH—??? HAS JULIA E. WRIGHT DONE THE SAME?
THE SUBJECT IS:

THE 1888 MESSAGE

and

THE HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST

THE QUESTION IS: Did CHRIST take "A SINFUL HUMAN NATURE
OF MAN—???" With a lot of other things MIXED IN — the IDEA
IS to get you nodding your head to those OTHER TOPICS so
when he/she comes BACK to this TOPIC — you will nod your
head also. This was the METHOD of ADVENTIST GURU —
LERoy EDWIN FROOM — and it seems, according to this PUBLI-
CATION by JULIA WRIGHT or LUCIUS SPAULDING — it is also the
METHOD of L. ROSEnVOLD — so there we are BACK with the
Jews and the ADVENTIST REVIEW of February 1, 1990.

TO KEEP FROM GETTING ALL BEWILDERED AND MIXED UP —
I INTEND TO HOLD TO ONE SUBJECT.

DID CHRIST TAKE "A SINFUL HUMAN NATURE OF MAN?"
or a

"SINFUL FALLEN NATURE OF MAN?"

I knew I had WRITTEN on this SUBJECT some time ago and I
spent HOURS looking for it YESTERDAY and could not find it —
I am gone most of the WEEK — taking CHELATION TREATMENTS
to get HEAVY METALS out of the system. They are NOT
HEAVY METALS as MINERS would call it;
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ALUMINUM is the LIGHTEST of METALS by WEIGHT - and some, to avoid the TANGLE IN BRAINS IN ALZHEIMERS are therefore AVOIDING ALUMINUM WARE and END up (as I did) with CHROMIUM in the BLOOD STREAM from STAINLESS STEEL (See WEBSTER!) which may be HARDER to GET OUT than ALUMI- NUM! Going from THE FRYING PAN into THE FIRE! That is THE NATURE OF METALS but we want to deal with THE NATURE OF MAN!

TO AVOID THE TANGLE THAT SOME GET INTO -

FOR ONE REASON AND ONE REASON ONLY -

THEY ARE NOT WILLING TO ADMIT THAT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED!

THAT URIAH SMITH CHANGED THE BOOKS! AND ADDED "SINFUL!"

"We should have NO MISGIVINGS in regard to the perfect SIN-
LESSNESS of the HUMAN NATURE of CHRIST!" BC 5:1131. ST June 9, 1898. He took on the WEAKNESS, INFIRMITIES of FALLEN MAN - yes! But the SINFULNESS - no! NEVER! QD 658-9. And yet they call us ANTICHRIST if we BELIEVE THIS! Not KNOWING that they have GIVEN UP ELLEN WHITE and go by URIAH SMITH the ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET! I spent HOURS checking out:

PUBLICATION No. 468. Dec. 1, 1980. ARMAGEDDON. (Re-
 reprinted.)
PUBLICATION No. 669. Jan. 10, 1991. THE SHAKING (SEAL-
 ING!)
PUBLICATION No. 569. April 15, 1983. FOX SERIES. (Re-
 printed.)
PUBLICATION No. 721. May 3, 1995. WITH CLOAK AND DAG-
 GER.
PUBLICATION No. 725. Sept. 28, 1995. HISTORIC ADVENTIST
 LAND MARKS.

AND I COULD NOT FIND IT -

SO THIS MORNING - NOV. 25, 1995 - I HAD ONE MORE TO LOOK AT:
PUBLICATION No. 709. October 6, 1994. THE GANG OF 40!
And there it was-!!! (Green cover!)

IT WOULD BE WELL TO READ THIS THE WAY IT WAS WRITTEN.

BEGIN SEPTEMBER 16, 1994 and come to p.57 and:

"THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 7, 1994." "THE LATEST FROM
VANCE FERRELL - NATURE OF CHRIST!" WM #553. | - 50 -
"There are HUNDREDS of STATEMENTS in the Spirit of Prophecy about how Christ took the very NATURE we have - OUR SINFUL NATURE! (THAT IS A LIE!!!)

NOW READ ON AND SEE HOW THEY HAVE TO GO BY DRUNKEN URIAH SMITH TO MAKE THAT BLASPHEMY STICK-!!!

NOT BY AUTHENTIC ELLEN WHITE!

NO SUCH FOOLISHNESS WHEN JAMES WHITE WAS EDITOR-!!! NATURALLY THE JEWS WOULD LIKE TO TAR CHRIST WITH THAT BRUSH-!!! THAT HE WAS SINFUL! THE JEWISH TALMUD SAYS A LOT OF OTHER THINGS ABOUT CHRIST THAT NO DECENT PRESS WOULD PRINT-!!! AND WE ARE NOT ABOUT TO HANG THIS AROUND THE NECK OF ELLEN G. WHITE-!!!

We leave THAT for her ENEMIES - the JEWS that have taken over THIS CHURCH and CLAIM the next BLASPHEMY - that she said the ADVENTIST CHURCH will be TRIUMPHANT - again URIAH SMITH brought out his BRUSH and CHANGED THE GREAT CONTROVERSY - starting with the FIRST PAGE and see especially p. 37 (38). CHANGE ONE WORD and change the INTENT of the WHOLE BOOK. (Send us MORE NAMES so we can send them a CHART!) (TO SDA ONLY!) Now READ and ENJOY Publication No. 709. (If we have to - we will REPRINT - but I think we have ENOUGH - send for it! Do it NOW!)

FIND YOURSELF AND YOUR LOVED ONES ON THE RIGHT SIDE IN THE DAYS AHEAD!

Not led by PHARISEES which she called them 31 TIMES in the THE 1888 MATERIALS. THROUGHOUT THE BOOKS OVER 100 TIMES! PHARISEES-!!! A PHARISEE IS NEVER WRONG-!!! NEVER-!!

Δ Δ Δ

ONLY WE ARE WRONG - AND HAVE TO CONFESS TO THEM-!!! THAT IS ALSO ROMANISM! GOOD CATHOLIC ADVENTISTS! WE SHALL SEE-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOV. 27, 1995

I had to stop CHELATION THERAPY due to unexpected EMERGENCIES! The DRIVER I had to take me 150 miles away - had to go to her VERY SICK MOTHER 1,000 miles away! (With the whole family!) The other DRIVER cannot take off the whole WEEK - so I am grounded for some TIME.
THIS GIVES ME A CHANCE TO CATCH UP - REPLY TO LETTERS, and other THINGS. The developments are really INTERESTING:

(1) CHRIST HAD A SINFUL FALLEN HUMAN NATURE! VANCE FERRELL IN WM #553 says it is in THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY - HUNDREDS OF TIMES! THAT IS A HUNDRED LIES!

(2) NOT WILLING TO ADMIT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED BY A HABITUAL DRUNKARD-!!!

(3) You base your soul's salvation on a DRUNKARD-???

(4) A DRUNKARD CAN CHANGE and he is no longer a DRUNKARD!

(5) But URIAH SMITH NEVER CHANGED! Instead he CHANGED THE BOOKS!

(6) And some who claim NOT TO BE DRUNKARDS go by the DRUNKARD'S CHANGED BOOKS!

(7) They PREFER the RECKLESS, DEFiant, REBELLIOUS, IN-SOLENT INVADER of our RIGHTS! We do have a RIGHT to save our SOULS by GOD'S TRUTH! But ADVENTISTS of TODAY SNEER us under the table! Call us ANTICHRISTS if we say (And can PROVE!) that Christ NEVER had a SINFUL NATURE! Now do not make the MISTAKE of THINKING that OTHERS will appreciate this TRUTH! You just MAKE SURE you will learn ALL YOU CAN of the WONDERFUL TRUTH!

(8) Let this be your PLEDGE for TODAY-!!! Let the WORLD and its "LOVER OF LIES" go by! YOU WILL COME BACK TO THE TRUTH and the ORIGINAL WRITINGS! Which they do not have and will not accept-!!! THEY PREFER TO BE BUT A SHADOW IN A CROWD - as in the days of NOAH - MOSES - ABRAHAM - CHRIST - and believe that this LAST GENERATION IS THE WORST OF ALL!

(9) And the WORST OF ALL are the JESTERS and the CLOWNS who tell us "ALL IS WELL!" "PEACE and SAFETY!" T5:211. While the page before says in this OMEGA OF APOTASY - "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN THE CHURCH!" T5:210. If you do not SEE it - it is because you are BLIND! Are you also A BLIND LEADER OF THE BLIND-???

(10) Now we can go back and print what we SELECTED as we saw DAY by DAY the INCREASING BLINdNESS and REBELLION! As we saw it DAY by DAY! NO LET UP! DROP THE PRETENSE and come over on the RIGHT SIDE! GOD BLESS YOU AS YOU DO-!!! His BLESSINGS are SURE! (So are His CURSES! BEWARE!) QUIT the MAJORITY! They are ALWAYS WRONG-!!! ALWAYS-!!!
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"THE GOLDEN RULE...If you would climb the PATH of SPIRITUAL LIFE...You must go with the FEW; for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH." MOUNT of BLESSING p.138. (In your book it may be p.197-8.) (They DELIBERATELY mixed it up, they did not want you to find THIS—!!!) "They are NOT saved as MASSES, but as INDIVIDUALS!" MB 36. (p.59-60. GC 490,666.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 28, 1995

THE HISTORY OF RELIGION - OF THE PAST!

THE HISTORY OF RELIGION - OF THE FUTURE!

THE COVENANT!

A COVENANT is an AGREEMENT. MAN IS QUICK TO AGREE - BUT NOT QUICK TO PERFORM. ADAM and EVE SINNED. THE ONLY BEGOTTEN "SON OF GOD" (A "GOD" ALSO) VOLUNTEERED TO COME TO EARTH - BE BORN OF A VIRGIN - LIVE AND DIE AS A SACRIFICE ON THE CROSS - TO REDEEM MAN!

A COVENANT is an AGREEMENT between TWO. THE SON OF GOD PLEDGES TO DO HIS PART - IF MAN WILL DO HIS PART. THIS IS A COVENANT! MAN BROKE GOD'S LAW. LED BY THE WINGED SERPENT, MAN FELL. TO MAKE SURE MAN KNEW WHAT THAT LAW WAS - HE GAVE IT ANEW FROM MOUNT SINAI! THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY, BOOK 1, p.233. PP 304.

So there was NO MISTAKE - GOD WROTE IT WITH HIS OWN FINGER on two tablets of STONE. SOP 1:242. PP 314. FIRST - He spoke the LAW while the LIGHTNING FLASHED and the MOUNTAIN QUAKEd and the PEOPLE were TERRIFIED in FEAR - ALL the people said: ALL the words which the LORD HATH SAID - WILL WE DO!" SOP 1:240. PP 303.

YOU KNOW THE STORY

"These promises of God to His people were ON CONDITION of their OBEDIENCE." (A.T.JONES wanted NO CONDITIONS! sm 1:377. But God had an IF in the COVENANT!) "IF - IF - IF they would serve the LORD FULLY, He would do GREAT THINGS FOR THEM...ON CONDITION OF OBEDIENCE!" SOP 1:239. PP 371.
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THE GOLDEN CALF

MOSES had not even come down the MOUNTAIN and the people were HOLLERING and SHOUTING and DANCING NAKED before a GOLDEN CALF! God was about to DESTROY EVERY ONE OF THEM! But MOSES: (1) SMASHED the TABLES OF STONE. (2) SEPARATED the PEOPLE. (3) ORDERED 3,000 SLAIN! (4) AND THEN HE PRAYED for those that were LEFT! SOP 1:250-9. PP 323-339.

HE DID NOT PRAY FOR REBELS!

NO MATTER IF ALL THE ADVENTISTS SAY HE DID! HE DID NOT! ASK THE PREACHER-?? NO! DOUBLE NO! HOLD MEETINGS IN YOUR OWN HOME AND STUDY THIS OUT! LEARN SOMETHING WORTHWHILE! NOT FROM THE PHARISEES RUNNING THIS COMMUNE-!!!

WHAT IS A PHARISEE-???

A PHARISEE KNOWS THEY WERE GOD'S PEOPLE! AGREE OR THEY WILL CRUCIFY YOU! THEY HAVE CONTROL OF THE PRESS - MAGAZINES - PLATFORM - but that is NOT ENOUGH! LIKE THE JEWS OF OLD - RABBI JOHNSON - RABBI GOLDSTEIN running this COMMUNE - will go to the ROMANS (GOVERNMENT) to THROW you in the SLAMMER if you ACCUSE some MYTHICAL BRETHREN! "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" T3:267. RH 2:49. EZEKIEL 9.

THEY HAVE NONE-!!!

EVEN IF THEY KEEP SUNDAY ON EASTER-!!! YOU DO AS THEY DO - OR YOU WILL HAVE "A TIME OF TROUBLE....!!!" "THE CHURCH appeals to the STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER, and in this WORK - PAPISTS are SOLICITED to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425. (This is SOP 4:425.) GC 607. (The ORIGINAL SOP 4:425, or 1884 GC 425 - is NOT the same as YOUR GC 607. WHY did they CHANGE IT-??.) "PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS UNITE!" YOUR GC 607.) So they are EQUALLY ACTIVE-?? WHAT good DUCK SOUP for POPE BASHERS-!!! ROMANISM is RIGHT UP FRONT-!!!

BUT THE TRUTH IS:

(SOME WILL NOT LIKE THIS) "Then I saw the MOTHER of HARLOTS; that the MOTHER WAS NOT THE DAUGHTERS, but SEPARATE and DISTINCT from them. SHE HAS HAD HER DAY, and it is FAST, and her DAUGHTERS, the PROTESTANT SECTS,
were the NEXT to come on the STAGE and ACT OUT the SAME MIND that the MOTHER had when SHE PERSECUTED the Saints. I saw that as the MOTHER was DECLINING IN POWER, the DAUGHTERS had been GROWING, and soon THEY will exercise the POWER once exercised by the MOTHER."

"I saw the NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS, would BETRAY us TO THE CATHOLICS...The SAINTS then will be an OBSCURE PEOPLE, LITTLE KNOWN to the CATHOLICS..." MAGEN and SPAULDING COLLECTION (the 498 page book) p.1. (And read p.2.)

THE SAINTS - THE PEOPLE OF GOD

ARE NOT THOSE who are putting up BILLBOARDS and HOLLERING AROUND THE WORLD - "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" These are WELL KNOWN to the CATHOLICS! These are NOT the SAINTS that are "AN OBSCURE PEOPLE - LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS-!!!"

"THE PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST in stretching their hands across the GULF to grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM..." GC 588. 1884 GC 405. T5:451. And if you read on - you will find MORE LIGHT to be ARMED and READY! Which the POPE-BASHERS ARE NOT-!!! As they CHUM UP to the REAL DANGER - PROTESTANTISM! THE REAL ENEMIES OF MAN AND GOD-!!! And the BIGGEST ENEMY OF ALL - ADVENTISM! GC 608. "THESE APOSTATES!" 1884 GC 426. As they keep SUNDAY before they HAVE TO! "AS THE STORM APPROACHES!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. All this has to be STUDIED ANEW-!!! THE MAJORITY IS ALWAYS WRONG-!!!

1884 GC 438-9.

THE PHARISEE

has "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" Find it THREE TIMES in ANY VERSION of THE GREAT CONTROVERSY! (SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER!) RABBI FOLKENBERG and RABBI JOHNSSON say this is "I AM SAVED!" Of course it is! After five years, POPE FOLKENBERG is crying because the BEST he was able to do was get only 85% to believe in that BLESSED ASSURANCE! We must try to MATCH -

KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM!

THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!
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(THE GROUND OPENED UP FOR THAT DOCTRINE! AND WILL DO SO AGAIN! SOP 1:306-8. PP 403-4. T3:353,358,361,380.. ST 4:153.) I AM SAVED!!! "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are SAVED!" COL 154-5. "This is a DECEIVER and an ANTICHRIST!" AA 554. "SPIRITUALISM TEACHES ...EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF, AND NOT ANOTHER!" "THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT, BECAUSE IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF SELF ...THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU!" GC 554. (And 100 more!)

YOUR LEADERS DEFY GOD TO HIS FACE - AND YOU LIKE IT!!!

YOU WILL NOT LIKE IT WHEN T5:208, PK 364 ROLL AROUND!!!

TELL THIS TO MIKE CLUTE!!!

△ △ △

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 19, 1995

I AM READING THE REMNANT HERALD, October 1995, No. 21.
EDITOR PASTOR RUSSELL R. STANDISH, P.O. Box 1090, Croydon, Victoria 3136, AUSTRALIA.

I AM AMAZED AT WHAT I SEE HERE

FRONT COVER: "READ THE HEARTWARMING STORY OF SISTER BETTY HEWITT of BRITAIN who alone at the age of 66, is living in the isolated town of CHIPATA in ZAMBIA (Formerly Northern Rhodesia) and has taken on the task of spreading GOD'S TRUTH throughout vast swathes of AFRICA. I know that God's people will give sacrificially to this request for much-needed FUNDS to ASSIST SISTER HEWITT'S PROJECT. Every cent will be utilized for reaching THIRSTING SOULS IN AFRICA through SISTER HEWITT'S MINISTRY." (This was on page 1.)

ON p.2 WE HAVE THE EXTENT OF THIS MINISTRY

BIBLE FOR TODAY - an EXCELLENT BROADSHEET produced by HOPE INTERNATIONAL titled EARTH'S FINAL WARNING and SISTER BETTY HEWITT succeeded in placing this EXCELLENT BROADSHEET "to every mail box in Zambia" in the form of a TABLOID. (50,000 to ZAMBIA!) SR. BETTY HEWITT would like to place 1,000,000 copies in ZAIRE. The PRAYERS of RUSSELL STANDISH ASCEND that she will SUCCEED in BLAZING FORTH the TRUTH of the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" to those in DARKNESS!!!
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 20, 1995

Then the SAME RUSSELL B. STANDISH in the SAME REMNANT HERALD gives a WONDERFUL RUNDOWN of all the DIRTY TRICKS of LEADERSHIP in playing up "GOOD FRIDAY" EASTER PLAY in WESTMINSTER ABBEY in LONDON "was littered with SWEAR WORDS and PROFANITIES...too vile and blasphemous for REMNANT HERALD to record. "I have never heard an IN-FIDEL sink so LOW!"

THEN WARNING AFTER WARNING HOW ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP is DENYING the FAITH and the call to come BACK to STANDARDS our people ONCE STOOD FOR - I stand AMAZED at so MANY so-called HISTORIC ADVENTISTS and TRUE REFORMERS as he names some by NAME. And also NAMES some of the WORST APOSTATES who are bringing in every DAMNABLE HERESY that would cause our PIONEERS to turn over in their GRAVES.

AND YET - AND YET - AND YET - spend MILLIONS and raise MILLIONS to get people to JOIN this DAMNABLE CHURCH with its NEW THEOLOGY - "SUBLTLY FED THEIR DIVERGENT VIEWS TO STUDENTS...and to Church members via the PULPIT!" - "CHAMPIONING THE FORDIAN CAUSE!" - "PRIOR TO GLACIER VIEW!" - "HOMOSEXUALITY WAS KNOWINGLY TOLERATED!" - "THIS IS IN FACT, NOT HERESY!" NO WONDER - NO WONDER

NO WONDER they still call on us to dig DEEP to FINANCE their PROJECTS to bring people into that COMMUNION! And where were the GOLD DUST TWINS - the STANDISH BROTHERS some YEARS BACK - their FACES peering out of the ADVENTIST CHURCH MAGAZINE as DELEGATES to the GENERAL CONFERENCE and when the DEBATE RAGED AROUND THE SANCTUARY QUESTION and the STANDISH BROTHERS might have raised their VOICES to CHAMPION THE MOST HOLY PLACE - their SILENCE was THUNDERING-!!!

AND NOW THEY QUOTE: "Undoubtedly BABYLON has become the habitation of DEVILS and the HOLD of every FOUL SPIRIT, and the CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD..." (Rev. 18:2.) RUSSELL STANDISH p.5. But somehow falls FLAT ON HIS FACE by FORGETTING to tell you that SR. WHITE WROTE:

"THE WORLD must NOT be introduced into THE CHURCH, and
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 21, 1995

Well - I think there is some slight DIFFERENCE in RUSSELL STANDISH'S WORLD (BABYLON) being "A CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD!" (REV. 18:21.) SOME SLIGHT DIFFERENCE from THE CHURCH being THAT WAY as PREDICTED in TM 265. WHAT ELSE DOES THE RUSSELL and STANDISH CULT SOFTEN DOWN and NOT give us the TRUTH! The WHOLE TRUTH and NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH - so help me GOD!!! And while their MOUTHPIECE - JOHN J. GROSBOB - is BUSY ASSURING US that GOD'S LOVE is UNCONDITIONAL and anything else is GOSSIP and TREASON and RUSSELL STANDISH CHIMES IN - we must WEEP at the STATE OF EVENTS and try to REVERSE what GOD HAS PREDICTED would come!

AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT - the SAINTS do not get down and BAWL for what is happening to the PHARISEE CHURCH LEADERS and KD&A as the GROUND opens up for them! THE BIBLE RECORD: "REJOICE OVER HER, THOU HEAVEN, and ye HOLY APOSTLES and PROPHETS, for GOD hath AVENGED you on her!" (Tell RUSSELL STANDISH this ALSO is found in REVELATION 18 - verse 20.)

SO NOW OUR DUTY IS PLAIN - why should we REJOICE and the SAME REVELATIONS 18 (But you will NEVER hear this is ANY of the HUNDREDS of REVELATION SEMINARS from any LUKEWARM PULPIT where they are TAUGHT TO "BEWAIL HER, and LAMENT for her, when they shall see the SMOKE of her BURNING! Standing AFAR OFF for the FEAR OF HER TORMENT, saying "ALAS, ALAS, that great city BABYLON, that MIGHTY CITY! For in ONE HOUR is thy JUDGMENT COME!" REV. 18: 9,10.)

Any more ANGELS are merely "WOE" ANGELS! (THE PRESENT TRUTH, p.65-69.)


REV. 19:14: THIS CHURCH GOES RIGHT THROUGH TO THE END—!!!

SO GO AHEAD AND "GATHER" (Even 2,000 a day!) "GATHER YOURSELVES (Not the Lord's GATHERING, but the GATHERING of YOURSELVES) GATHER YOURSELVES together, yea, GATHER together, O (denomi)NATION NOT DESIRED...before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU (Repeated TWICE) SEEK the LORD (Not YAHWEH!) SEEK the LORD, all ye MEEK of the Earth, which have wrought His JUDGMENT; SEEK RIGHTEOUSNESS, SEEK MEKNESS; it may be YE shall be hid in the DAY of the LORD'S ANGER!" (FOOTNOTES to SHAKING chapter – T1:180.)

AND THE LAODICEAN CHURCH—??? THE NEXT CHAPTER – a rundown on WHY they will be LOST! T1:187. POSSESSED by DEMONS! NO CHARACTER! (p.188-190.) 198,213-4,430-4. T5:81,211.

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 23, 1995

You poor, sick ADVENTIST – so you think SPEWN OUT means GOING THRU! Not to use POISONOUS DRUGS means TO USE THEM—!!! Not to keep SUNDAY means TO KEEP EASTER—!!! How SICK can you get—??? As SICK as the CHURCHES YOU IMITATE—??? And actually IMAGINE you are a SEPARATE PEOPLE—??? Because the RABBIS that run this COMMUNE—TELL YOU SO—!!! Do you go by GOD—??? Or your SICK RABBI LEADERS—??? And their TALMUD—!!! You have SOLD OUT—!!! You have not much further to go! "DECEPTIONS of almost EVERY KIND are IN THE CHURCH!" T5:166, 173-6, 210, 240-3, 649.

YOU DO NOT LIKE THE TRUTH - DO YOU—???

WE ARE COMMITTED TO TRUTH—!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 5, 1995

When SR. WHITE wrote her most important book (SOP BOOK 4, ALSO KNOWN AS 1884 GC)
She was struck with a stroke of PARALYSIS by SATAN. Yet she managed to write so many pages PER DAY. The DEVIL gave me a stroke of PARALYSIS so I am not supposed to be at this TYPEWRITER NOW. I could hardly get around but I found in the past – if I get to this TYPEWRITER, I have FREEDOM but I must WATCH that I do not overdo it. Or I might COLLAPSE.

APOSTATE ADVENTIST SUNDAY-KEEPERS

WE KNEW FOR OVER 60 YEARS THAT THE ADVENTIST CHURCH WOULD KEEP SUNDAY. That is why we were not HYPNOTIZED by the ADVENTIST CHURCH. TIME – PLACE – CIRCUMSTANCES! SM 2:117.

***TIME: "AS THE STORM APPROACHES..." 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608. "THESE APOSTATES!" (Same.) If you do not follow along – you will miss much. In ABBREVIATING – I may LEAVE OUT what to YOU may be VERY IMPORTANT. Then, also – you do not have to say "HOEHN SAID..." Because it becomes YOUR PERSONAL REFERENCE, and besides, we would just as soon you WROTE or LECTURED – and LEAVE OUT the NAME of HOEHN! As he is not all that POPULAR ANYWAY! YOU WRITE IN YOUR OWN NAME. AS WE GO ON: (DO NOT) "make FLESH your ARM...is the PRESIDENT of the GENERAL CONFERENCE to be the GOD of the PEOPLE?" TM 375. "The LORD will raise up MEN who will give the people the MESSAGE FOR THIS TIME!" TM 107. "...while He PASSES BY the men to whom WE HAVE LOOKED as those through whom LIGHT should come!" TM 106.

***SO THE LIGHT IS AN ELUSIVE THING! WE ARE NOT GOING TO Dictate BY WHOM IT SHOULD COME! OR WHEN IT SHOULD COME! OR WHERE IT SHOULD COME! There was a CHURCH (SYNAGOGUE) but the LIGHT came from WISE MEN OF THE EAST! NOT from the PHARISEES. In the 1888 MATERIALS she called ADVENTISTS PHARISEES 33 TIMES! Will the LIGHT come from PHARISEES this time-?? Are you betting your SOUL and the SOULS of your LOVED ONES on a URIAH SMITH MYTH-?? That SPEWED OUT means GOING THRU-???

"And thou, CAPERNAUM, which art exalted unto HEAVEN, shalt be brought down to HELL!" FCE 259. “And thou, CAPERNAUM, (Seventh-day Adventists) ...shall be brought DOWN TO HELL!" RH Aug. 1, 1873.

***NOW YOU SAY THERE ARE SOME IN THERE THAT ARE GOOD CHRISTIANS!
NO! IF THEY WERE GOOD CHRISTIANS in this OMEGA HOUR — they would be OUT! They would "CRY ALOUD AND SPARE NOT!" And they would soon enough be OUT and thus FIT for the LORD to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS!!" See ISA. 56:8. Because by this TIME — "His WATCHMEN are BLIND; they are ALL ignorant, they are ALL DUMB DOGS, they cannot BARK; SLEEPING, LYING DOWN, LOVING TO SLUMBER. YEA, they are GREEDY DOGS...EVERY ONE!!" ISA. 56:10,11. See the SAME THING — T5:211.

***TIME: "At the COMMENCEMENT of THE TIME OF TROUBLE, we were filled with the HOLY GHOST as we went forth, and proclaimed the SABBATH MORE FULLY THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCH, and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, as they could not refute the SABBATH TRUTH. And at this TIME, God's chosen, all saw CLEARLY that we had the TRUTH, and they came OUT and endured the PERSECUTION WITH US!" A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK, p.19.

***URIAH SMITH HATED THIS LITTLE 30 PAGE PAMPHLET as it showed the ADVENTIST CHURCH would APOSTIZE so he CHANGED it in EW 33. Did a very simple thing — ADDED "ESI! "This ENRAGED THE CHURCH-ES!!" Not the SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH — CERTAINLY NOT—!!! But the OTHER CHURCH-ES! Only trouble is — the other CHURCHES couldn't care BEANS if we kept the SABBATH OR NOT—!!! BUT THE ADVENTISTS WOULD CARE as by this TIME they had the MAJOR-ITY keeping SUNDAY! 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608. So here was a "LITTLE REMNANT" teaching "THE SABBATH MORE FULLY!!" CERTAINLY THAT WOULD "ENRAGE" THESE HYPOCRITES! And bring the LAW upon us! THUS DOUBLING THEIR GUILT! AGAIN WE SAY: READ IT IN ITS SETTING — there is much more here! This is when we "ALL FLED FROM THE CITIES AND VILLAGES!" No, we DID NOT slip away and no one saw us! "THEY RAISED THE SWORD TO KILL US—!!!" EW 34. And read 282-3. I like these words: "THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE!" EW 283. Did they raise the SWORD to KILL US—??? Or was that a GUN? Did an ANGEL put his finger in the GUN so it BACKFIRED and took the GUN-WIELDER'S HEAD OFF—!!! "Those who LIVE by the SWORD — shall DIE by the SWORD!" Nothing lost! This will put THE FEAR OF GOD in the rest of them! We will pass through them and no one will TOUCH US! They will DRAW BACK IN FEAR—!!! SUNDAY-KEEPING ADVENTISTS ALSO! Who thought there was SAFETY in NUMBERS! The MORE the NUMBERS - the BIGGER the SLAUGHTER of T5:211. Ezekiel 9.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 12, 1995

People in the WORLD and in the CHURCH are becoming MOB-MINDED! They DEMAND everyone to do as THEY DO - THE MOB-!!! Some BIG-TIME CHURCH LEADERS hold BIGGER AUDIENCES than did the SON-OF-GOD HIMSELF-!!! Does that PROVE they are RIGHT-?? Or as FROOM put it - does a BIG GATHERING/FOLLOWING prove it was INDITED by THE HOLY SPIRIT-?? Or is SATAN THE GREAT ORGANIZER-?? THE GREAT UNIFIER-??

We could ask several questions. Is the MAJORITY EVER RIGHT-?? Or NEVER RIGHT-??Looking BACK into HISTORY - when was the CHURCH, the NATION - ever RIGHT-?? We can easily find a DOZEN REFERENCES - TWO DOZEN REFERENCES where TRUTH is on the SCAFFOLD! The ADVOCATES OF TRUTH are PERSECUTED - MALIGNED - DRIVEN OUT or had to FLEE FOR THEIR LIVES! The book EVANGELISM p.364-5 has some GOOD REFERENCES. T1:231. T8:160. EVANGELISM p.594-610.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 25, 1995

THE SUNDAY-KEEPING HELL PRIESTS can gather together LARGER AUDIENCES than the SON-OF-GOD HIMSELF! BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM - KENNETH COPELAND - ROBERT SHULLER - if one of them HONORS MOTHER THERESA - the next ADVENTIST REVIEW HONORS HER ALSO! Her SLOGAN-?? "THE LOVE OF GOD!" Her INSPIRATION-?? MOTHER MARY (MARYOLOGY) pray to her, she will hear you-!!!

DO THE ADVENTISTS KNOW NO BETTER THAN THE OTHER CHURCHES-?? DID ONE OF THEM PUT IN THEIR CHURCH MAGAZINES THAT MOTHER MARY IS NOT ALIVE-?? That when she died she was NOT A VIRGIN! So how can MOTHER THERESA PRAY TO A VIRGIN MOTHER MARY-?? WHEN SHE IS NOT ALIVE-?? Is it not TIME to give the WORLD the TRUTH - and also to CATHOLIC HELL-BELIEVING THERESA!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 27, 1995

NAME ANYONE YOU LIKE - FOLKENBERG - STANDISH - GROSBOLL - OSBORNE all who ADMIT the CHURCH has gone astray.
Their REMEDY—??? TRAIN A GROUP OF SINCERE - DEDICATED LEADERS to BRING THE CHURCH BACK to their ALLEGIANCE to GOD!

THE QUESTION WE HAVE FOR THESE GENTRY:

***(1)*** Where is it written that they WILL or CAN come BACK?

***(2)*** We need to look AGAIN at THE SHAKING (SEALING) CHAPTER! NOT EW 269 but the ORIGINAL RH 1:32 or T1: 179 with added FOOTNOTES! THE FIRST THING YOU SEE THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" and the LAODICEANS! There is no use being BLIND LAODICEANS and PRETENDING there is NO DIFFERENCE—!!!

***(3)*** T1:179 says: "I WAS SHOWN THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"

***(4)*** EW 269 says: "I SAW SOME..."

***(5)*** Is that the SAME—??? Now that you see and are HONEST enough to ADMIT there has been A CHANGE - now read on and COMPARE to see CHANGE after CHANGE after CHANGE! And NOT for the BETTER!!! NO! NOT ONE!

***(6)*** "THE PHARISEES...the GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the OBJECT of their LIVES!" - (I just spent over an HOUR and I cannot find it - but I found this:) "THE GREAT BURDEN of the PHARISEES was to secure the PRAISE of MEN;" and Christ told them THAT was all the REWARD they would ever RECEIVE!" 75:133.

***(7)*** Is that why the PHARISEES running this CHURCH prefer URIAH SMITH to ELLEN WHITE—??? HE TOLD THEM 144,000 of them would bring in that "MULTITUDE that no MAN COULD NUMBER!" Thus the GLORIFICATION OF THEMSELVES! SUCH A POTENT DRINK—!!! Try to take that out of their hands and give them COOL, CLEAN WATER and expect them to ACCEPT IT—??? You have a LOOOONG WAIT COMING—!!!

***(8)*** THESE GENTRY NAMED ABOVE, and 5 or 6 MILLION LIKE THEM - who see only this ONE CHURCH - ONE PEOPLE and THEY are going to find "A MAN" among them where the PROPHET ISAIAH found "NO MAN!" ISA. 41:28. Find "A MAN!" JER. 5:1. "...but I found NONE!" Ezekiel 22:30.

***(9)*** But the PHARISEES running this CHURCH will be SLIGHTLY DISCOMFITTED - BAFFLED - to FIND ALL THREE PROPHETS TELLING US THE LORD GOES PAST THE LAODICEAN SHUT DOOR AND "GATHERS (SEALS) THE OUTCASTS!" ISA. 56:8. And He tells you what He thinks of the BLIND, IGNORANT, DUMB DOGS RUNNING THIS COMMUNE! Verse 10-12. (Verse 12 has URIAH SMITH'S NUMBER!)
***(10) WHAT A LETDOWN TO TELL THESE HAUGHTY - PROUD - SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEES that the ONES THEY CAST OUT - THE LORD WILL SEAL with the SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD! Called, in the BOOK that URIAH SMITH DIDN'T WANT TO PRINT - A PROCESSION that comes out of NOWHERE!!! COL 406 (416). WHAT A HAPPY DAY THAT WILL BE-!!! (If we take the RIGHT SIDE NOW-!!!)

***(11) That is what THE SHAKING (SEALING) CHAPTER is all about! Now study it ANEW! And THANK GOD for this LIGHT FROM HEAVEN! LEAVE LAODICEA AND HER PHARISEES TO THEIR OWN FOLLY! And COME BACK to the ORIGINAL BOOKS! There are three "SOMES" in the SHAKING CHAPTER. THE FIRST "SOME" will be SEALED! Those who COULDN'T CARE LESS - CARELESS and INDIFFERENT - will be LOST-!!! T1:180. "THE ANGELS LEFT THEM!" p.181. THEIR FATE IN A NUTSHELL - T1:187. ASK A LAODICEAN PHARISEE WHAT THIS MEANS-??? NEVER-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - !!!

We have to deal with PRIORITIES. The ENEMY will keep us OCCUPIED and BUSY with SECONDARY ISSUES - so we do not deal with the PRIME ISSUE Naturally the QUESTION would be - what is the MAJOR CONCERN-???

WHAT ARE THE MAJORITY INTERESTED IN-?? That is the INTEREST the DEVIL has brought in so the SHALLOW, GULLIBLE will THINK they are on the PATH OF RIGHTEOUSNESS! But are they-???

THE COVENANT

IF you are OBEDIENT - I will BLESS your goings in and your comings out! THE PHARISEES (CHURCH LEADERS - THEN AS NOW) will GLORY in the BLESSINGS - GOD SAID HE WOULD BLESS YOU. They paid as little attention to the IF of the COVENANT as they possibly COULD! It was all BLESSINGS! But IF not - He would CURSE your goings in and your comings out! And He used TWICE as many WORDS for the CURSES as for the BLESSINGS! But PHARISEES do not want to hear the TRUE PROPHET - the BEST He could do was stand at the GATE as the PROUD and HAUGHTY people swept by in all their FINERY - to listen to the APOSTATE PRIESTS! About all the FAITHFUL PROPHET could get in was: "TRUST YE NOT IN LYING WORDS, saying, "The TEMPLE of the Lord, the TEMPLE of the Lord, are THESE!" JER. 7:4.
(The 144,000, the 144,000, are THESE!) KELLOGG WOWED THEM WITH THE LIVING TEMPLE! Sept. 22, 1903. Magen & Spaulding 320-327. That was THE ALPHA OF APOSTASY! JONES and WAGGONER signed their NAMES to it and stayed with it to the day they died! Just a PLAIN FACT! It is coming in a NEW GUISE AGAIN NOW! Using DIFFERENT TERMINOLOGY but the SAME MENTAL CONDITION - WE ARE THE ONES! Some of this in Magen & Spaulding 328-345,383-4. SM 1:193-208. B2:12-59. PANTEISM! T8:291-304.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 29, 1995

THIS IS INDEED NEW LIGHT! MOST IMPORTANT NEW LIGHT! That the OMEGA will be "POWER and SIGNS and WONDERS" to captivate the WHOLE WORLD with ADVENTISTS LEADING! One GREAT MONOLITHIC COMBINE! THE BIG DRIVE ON NOW - DO NOT FIND FAULT - LOVE AND UNITY! PEACE AND SAFETY!

IS THAT THE ELIJAH MESSAGE???

He did a little more than FIND FAULT or SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS! HE GAVE THEM NO CHANCE TO PLEDGE TO DO BETTER! IT IS TOO LATE FOR THAT! PLEDGES ARE A DIME A DOZEN! MAKE PEOPLE FEEL GOOD - but no CHANGE! They PLEDGED at MOUNT SINAI - how long was it till they were DANCING NAKED! The MODERN PROMISE KEEPERS seek to TEAR OFF THEIR CLOTHES! As recorded by CHRISTIAN NEWS! (NOT BY ADVENTIST REVIEW!)


"The DOG is turned to his own VOMIT again; and the SOW that was WASHED to her WALLOWING in THE MIRE!" 2 Peter 2:22.

- - 65 - -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 1, 1995

MANY TIMES - when there is a POPULAR ERROR that capti-
vates the RANKS - ONE GOOD REFERENCE knocks it for a
LOOP! EDWARD HEPPENSTALL with his YARD–LONG LIST OF
DEGREES from the BABYLON SEMINARIES - leads the PACK in
giving you a CHARACTER when CHRIST COMES! ALMOST
EVERYONE FELL FOR THAT! That puts you SOUND ASLEEP!
NOTHING for you to do. NO WORKS! THE CURSE OF WORKS.
MAKE NO EFFORT - will not CHRIST–MESSIAH and the JEWISH
TALMUD do it FOR YOU when HE COMES–??? SO SLEEP ON!
BLIND as VIRGINIA BATS IN THE COAL FIELDS!

*** (12) AGAIN we go to CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS and both
SANCTIFICATION and CHARACTER BUILDING (SEE YOUR
INDEX) are THE WORK OF A LIFETIME! They want neither
the WORK nor THE LIFETIME! (COL 332 and fan out from
their BOTH WAYS and no one will FOOL you again!)

*** (13) "CHRIST...will JUDGE every man according to his
WORDS and his WORKS. PROFESSION is as NOTHING in
the scale. It is CHARACTER that decides DESTINY!" COL
74. (SAY IT over and over again!) "It is CHARACTER that
decides DESTINY!" COL 74.

*** (14) Why should you BUILD - FORM - DEVELOP - ATTAIN
a CHARACTER if HEPPENSTALL and the JEWISH TALMUD will
GIVE IT to you when CHRIST–MESSIAH COMES–??? Do
you see the LONG LINES - MILLIONS LOST because of AD-
VENTIST APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH!" GC 444. "Having a
FORM of GODLINESS!" (Same.) READ THE NEXT PAGE!
GC 445 (278). What would we do WITHOUT the SOP–???

A BOOK I WAS GOING TO RECOMMEND: DARING TO DIFFER!

ADVENTURES IN CONDITIONAL IMMORTALITY!

SIDNEY HATCH, Th.M

BRIEF BIBLE STUDIES, 21800 S.W. Pacific Hwy. #41, Sherwood,
OR 97140–9130. $9.95 each U.S. plus $1.50 shipping. But he
made a FATAL MISTAKE on p.119. He quoted REV. 21:4

TO PROVE NO UNENDING HELL TORMENT–!!!

"AND GOD SHALL WIPE AWAY ALL TEARS from their eyes, and
there shall be NO MORE DEATH, neither SORROW, nor CRYING,
neither shall there by any more PAIN; for the former things are

- 66 -
THE WHOLE BOOK IS AN ATTEMPT TO PROVE:

STEP BY STEP how he got RID of TRADITION - HEATHENISM - SPIRITISM - THE DEVIL'S FIRST LIE. But you can show the BABYLONIAN that their PREACHERS have messed up the MEANING OF WORDS - so you can show them 500 or more references that "THE WAGES OF SIN IS DEATH" and they brush them ALL ASIDE by giving 6,000 YEARS OF SATAN'S MYTHOLOGY that DEATH does not REALLY mean DEATH but a STATE of BEING! And so they will PSYCHOANALYZE THE MEANING of all others WORDS they possibly can to HOLD FAST to their HELL TORMENT BLASPHEMY-!!! But I always held ONE WORD that I never hear them DESTROY with 6,000 years of CUNNING! And SYDNEY HATCH left that KEY WORK out when he quoted REV. 21:4: The word PAIN! There will be more PAIN!

HOW CAN THERE BE UNENDING HELL TORMENT WITH NO MORE PAIN-???

IT IS TRAGIC that SIDNEY HATCH left that word OUT of REV. 21:4. NO MORE PAIN! Try and get out of THAT ONE! So I do not recommend that book! It has been FLAWED - WEAKENED! Too bad that THOUSANDS of those BOOKS go forth with that MISSING KEY WORD! "NO MORE PAIN!" Glory to God!

AN EYE OPENER! SEE THE DATE!

OCTOBER 2, 1995. NOT EVEN A FULL YEAR! TWO MONTHS TO GO - and those of us that are INTERESTED in the EXTENT of this PROMISE KEEPER'S MOVEMENT will be SURPRISED to see the EXTENT of this TURNOUT - when they even FORBID WIVES TO ATTEND! Most of these RALLIES are FOR MEN ONLY! And they find HUGE BALL-FIELD STADIUMS PACKED! Even if they pay $100,000 EACH to get in the DOORS!

BY FAR THE BIGGEST THING TO HIT THE RELIGIOUS WORLD!

SELECTED MESSAGES - BOOK TWO:

EGW.
"...UNBALANCED MINDS will be led into FANATICISM...EXCITEMENT...PRESUMPTION...IMPULSE...TOO MUCH SPEED (17) ...A GOOD TIME...INTOXICATION OF EXCITEMENT (21)...WOULD TAKE PLACE JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION...TO HAVE A CARNIVAL, AND THIS IS TERMED THE HOLY SPIRIT'S WORKING (36)...NO ENCOURAGEMENT SHOULD BE GIVEN THIS KIND OF WORSHIP...(HOLY FLESH)...DEMONS IN THE FORM OF MEN ARE PRESENT!" (37.) SM 2:17 to 37.

1995 Promise Keepers Turnout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stadium</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Turnout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silverdome</td>
<td>Pontiac, MI</td>
<td>72,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Coliseum</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>72,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pavilion</td>
<td>Boise, ID</td>
<td>8,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFK Stadium</td>
<td>Wash., D.C.</td>
<td>50,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrodome</td>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td>42,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mile High</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>67,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA Dome</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>62,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Dome</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>68,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingdomdome</td>
<td>Seattle, WA</td>
<td>63,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrodome</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>61,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThunderDome</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
<td>48,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coliseum</td>
<td>Oakland, CA</td>
<td>44,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Stadium</td>
<td>Dallas, TX</td>
<td>58,000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on tickets sold
Source: Promise Keepers
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Promise Keepers And The Queen of England Change Direction

The Queen of England, and the "King" of America's evangelical movements—Promise Keepers—are simultaneously changing directions. Their changes show just how much momentum the modern ecumenical movement is gaining. For the first time in over 300 years, a reigning British monarch will attend a Roman Catholic worship service when Queen Elizabeth II visits Westminster Cathedral for a vespers service. She has announced this historic event will take place on November 30th. The March 31st edition of The Tidings, which is "the Archdiocese newspaper" for Catholics said,

"Promise Keepers is a basic program of evangelization for men of faith, begun among more fundamentalist and evangelical Christian communities, but now being expanded to include Catholic congregations."

We are witnessing an ecumenicalism not seen since the Reformation! This astonishing union is bringing together people who believe sins are purged by the blood of Jesus, and those who believe sins are purged by the flames of purgatory.

MIDNIGHT CALL  October, 1995  Moody Adams Update
MOTHER MARY IS NOT ALIVE—!!! SHE CAN ANSWER NO PRAYERS! SHE IS AS DEAD AS MOTHER LAODICEA!!! *DEAD* — in TRESPASSES and SINS! T6:426. "...have a NAME to LIVE while they have become SPIRITUALLY DEAD!" T5:73. "TWICE DEAD, plucked up by the ROOTS!" TM 81,155,451. "...they are WORSE THAN DEAD!" BC 7:963.

CAN YOU ADD TO THE SIDNEY HATCH BOOK—??? Since this SUBJECT is my FAVORITE — I KNEW SOMETHING WAS WRONG! HE QUOTED REV. 21:4. (HIS BOOK p.119.) I was going to write him DIRECT — but NO—!!! Let 1500 others see it, too! In my MANY YEARS of studying HOW to answer the HELL (BAAL!) PRIESTS! In order to BLASPHEME the NAME and CHARACTER of GOD — they can come up (after 6,000 years) with any KIND of argument! "WAGES OF SIN IS DEATH!" You can show that perhaps 100 or 200 TIMES! It slides off their BACK like WATER off a DUCK!

**THEY HAVE NO TROUBLE WITH THAT!**

DEATH is not really **DEATH**! But A STATE OF BEING! SIDNEY HATCH QUOTED: "THERE WILL BE NO MORE DEATH!" REV. 21:4. THE BAAL PRIESTS WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE WITH THAT — AS LONG AS ELIJAH IS NOT AROUND—!!! He would SHUT their BLABBERING MOUTHS — FOREVER—!!!

BUT THERE IS ANOTHER WORD. (OH! NO! DID SIDNEY HATCH LEAVE THAT ONE OUT—??? It is in REV. 21:4. It is PART of REV. 21:4. DID HATCH LEAVE IT OUT—??? OH! SURELY NOT—???)

LOOK IT UP—!!! THAT WORD IS PAIN! There will be no more PAIN! THE HELL PRIESTS CANNOT GET AROUND THAT WORD SO WELL! There will be no more PAIN! I am glad to be able to WRITE THIS 1500 TIMES! It should have been in the HATCH BOOK — maybe he can WRITE to all the NAMES HE HAS — and send each one 10 COPIES asking them to LEAVE ONE EACH TIME THEY GO TO THE POST OFFICE, THE LAUNDRY OR WHEREVER — and he will supply AS MANY MORE AS THEY WANT — AT COST!

"THERE WILL BE NO MORE PAIN!"

THAT EFFECTIVELY DOES AWAY WITH THE HELL TORMENT THEORY! SATAN HAS NOT INVENTED A GOOD ONE TO TAKE CARE OF THAT—!!! "...NO MORE PAIN!" REV. 21:4. PAIN — PAIN — PAIN — NO MORE!!! — page 69 —
THROW CONFUSION IN THE RANKS OF THE HOLY HELL PRIESTS—!!! STOP BLASPHEMING THE NAME AND CHARACTER OF GOD—!!! HE WILL ALLOW — NO MORE PAIN—!!! Try and WIGGLE out of THAT ONE—!!! YOU SERPENTS—!!!

A TRUE "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" MATT. 23:33.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 30, 1995

"THE GENERATION OF VIPERS!" MATT. 23:33 - will have to do some SCRAMBLING to come up with a BETTER ONE to "CHANGE the TRUTH of God into a LIE!" ROMANS 1:25. "BLASPHEMY against GOD, to BLASPHEME HIS NAME...and (ALL) THEM THAT DWELL IN HEAVEN!" REV. 13:6.

GOD HAS A WAY OF GETTING EVEN - as we saw with the SWAGGERT-BRAGGERTS and BAKERS - TAKING AWAY THEIR MIND - and, without GOD - they have NO CONTROL of their SEX LIFE! YOU DID NOT SEE THAT PREDICTED—??? READ IT IN "Ye ADULTERERS and ADULTERESSES!" JAMES 4:4. "O generation of VIPERS, how can ye, being EVIL, speak GOOD THINGS—???" MATT. 12:34. "Ye SERPENTS, ye generation of VIPERS, how can ye ESCAPE THE DAMNATION OF HELL—???" MATT. 23:33. "...for ye are like unto WHITED SEPULCHRES...FULL OF DEAD MEN'S BONES!" MATT. 23:27.

"But these, as NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS, made to be taken AND DESTROYED, speak EVIL of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and (SHALL GO TO HELL—???) and shall UTTERLY PERISH...SPOTS THEY ARE AND BLEMISHES...HAVING EYES FULL OF ADULTERY, and that CANNOT CEASE FROM SIN...THE DUMB ASS SPEAKING WITH MAN'S VOICE...GREAT SWELLING WORDS OF VANITY...While they promise them LIBERTY, they themselves are the SERVANTS OF CORRUPTION—!!!" 2 PETER 2:12-19. "KNOW YE NOT THAT THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE WORLD IS ENMITY WITH GOD—??? WHOSOEVER THEREFORE will be a FRIEND of the WORLD - IS THE ENEMY OF GOD—!!!" JAMES 4:4.

LOOK FOR THE WORD (or related TERMINOLOGY) - TM 426,427,428,431,433,434,435,437 until you grind up to 445-7 and find the LEADERS of the SDA CHURCH in the LAST DAYS are "FORNIATORS...HYPOCRITES...MORAL LOOSENESS!" TM 446-8. FIND PHILADELPHIA! TM 446.

- 70 -
LAUGHING REVIVAL COMES TO SPONSORED BY THE VINEYARD AFFILIATE OF THE PROMIS

THE ADVENTISTS ARE NOW WITH IT - W